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Chapter �

Introduction

Abstract

In this chapter an overview of heat exchanger fouling is presented� The various
types of fouling commonly encountered in industry are outlined� Furthermore�
estimates of fouling costs from literature and from a cane sugar factory in
Zambia are given� Finally� the research objectives and organization of the
thesis are presented�

��� Background

Fouling of heat transfer surfaces presents challenges to both designers and
operators of heat exchangers in many process industries� Fouling is a process
by which deposits settle and accumulate on heat transfer surfaces� Some
examples of fouled surfaces are given in �gures ��� 
 ���� Fluids �owing in
heat exchangers may contain dissolved substances� suspended matter or may
carry substances that promote growth of biological organisms� As a result
deposits may accumulate on a heat transfer surface leading to the formation
of a layer� The thermal conductivity of the layer so formed is mostly very low
and� therefore� its presence on a heat transfer surface tends to increase the
resistance to heat �ow� Consequences of fouling in process industries include
increased energy consumption� extra maintenance and labour costs� and loss
of production opportunities�

An example of an industry where fouling problems are huge is the man

ufacture of sugar from sugar cane� The manufacture of sugar from sugar
cane involves three important processes� namely� crushing of sugar cane to ex

tract a sugar
rich juice� clari�cation of the extracted juice and crystallization�
These are energy intensive processes� For this reason� e�cient energy usage
is of great importance in this industry� To achieve optimal usage of energy�
cane sugar factories are designed with high energy integration between pro




� Introduction

Figure ���� Fouled shell and tube heat exchanger due to calcium carbonate scaling�
Bott �������

Figure ���� Fouled heat exchanger tubes due to chemical reaction� Bott �������

Figure ��	� Fouled tubes of a juice heater in the sugar factory in Zambia�
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cess units� This arrangement is� however� limited by the problem of fouling�
During the processing� juice becomes saturated with respect to certain salts
and minerals� The precipitation of these compounds leads to formation of a
deposit layer on heat exchanger surfaces� The deposits that form usually tend
to be poor heat conductors� thereby reducing the e�ectiveness of heat transfer�
For thermal performance of a heat exchanger to be sustained� periodic clean

ing is a necessity� In some cases the time leading to cleaning is very short� For
instance� in a sugar cane factory in Zambia� heat exchangers are cleaned� on
average� every seven days�

Fouling in industrial heat exchangers leads to economic penalties� E�orts
have been made to assess the costs of fouling� either for a particular industry
or for a particular country� Steinhagen et al� ������ estimated that in New
Zealand� the annual fouling related costs amounted to �� M�� Thackery ������
studied fouling costs in the United Kingdom and estimated the overall costs
of fouling to be in the range ��� 
 ��� M� per annum� For the United States�
Garrett�Price ������ suggested that the annual costs of fouling could be be

tween � ��� and �� ��� M�� On the industry level� Van Nostrand ������
studied fouling costs in the re�nery industry and gave a �gure of �� M� per
annum as being typical for a re�nery processing ��� ��� barrels of crude oil per
day� For this work� fouling costs have been estimated for a cane sugar factory
in Zambia as explained in Appendix A� The estimated costs are found to be
in the order of ��� k� per annum� This �gure represents �� of the company�s
declared pro�ts for the year ����� Considering the installed heating surface
area in the factory� the estimated costs of fouling are in the order of �� � per
m� of heating surface�

��� Fouling in industry

Fouling is a complex process� usually involving various physiochemical pro

cesses� It is common to classify fouling into six categories depending on the
key physical or chemical process essential to the particular fouling mechanism�
The six categories are precipitation� particulate fouling� corrosion� biological
fouling� solidi�cation and chemical reaction�

Precipitation fouling occurs when dissolved salts in the �owing �uid crys

tallize as the �uid becomes supersaturated with respect to a deposit forming
material� The driving force in precipitation fouling is provided by the dif

ference in chemical potential of the substance in the solution and that at
the surface� Inorganic salts can exhibit either normal or inverse solubility
tendency� Salts that exhibit normal solubility form deposits on subcooled sur

faces� while those salts that have inverse solubility behavior form deposits on
superheated surfaces� The most widely encountered form of precipitation foul

ing is that due to crystallization� Examples of industries where crystallization
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is a problem include desalination plants� sugar factories and pulp mills�

In Particulate fouling particles that are suspended in the �owing �uid get
deposited on the heat transfer surface� The source of the suspended solids
could be corrosion products or crystallization products formed in the bulk� or
just particles such as sand� Particulate fouling and crystallization fouling have
been observed to occur together�

Corrosion fouling is due to the chemical reaction between the heat transfer
wall and the species in the �uid� The heat transfer surface is also a reactant�
Corrosion products may act as catalysts in�uencing other fouling mechanisms�
For instance� deposited corrosion products may lead to roughening of the sur

face� which� in turn would act as nucleation sites and promote crystallization
and sedimentation� Corrosion problems are encountered in cooling systems
when river water is used as a cooling medium or in boiler plants where �ne
suspensions of black magnetite particles may circulate with the boiler feed
water�

Biological fouling occurs when an organic �lm consisting of micro
organisms
and their products develop on a heat transfer surface� Biological fouling can
also result from the growth of micro
organisms in the �uid and a subsequent
deposition on the surface� This type of fouling is common in cooling water
systems and in milk factories�

Solidi�cation fouling occurs either due to the solidi�cation of a pure liquid
in contact with a subcooled surface� or the deposition of a high melting point
constituent of a liquid in contact with a cold heat transfer surface� Examples
of this can be found during the production of chilled water�

Chemical reaction fouling occurs when deposits accumulate on a heat trans

fer surface as a result of a chemical reaction� In this type of fouling� surface
temperature is an important parameter as it a�ects the reaction rate� Oxi

dation promoters are also of importance� The material of the heat transfer
surface does not take part in the reaction though it may act as a catalyst�
This type of fouling is found in petrochemical industries�

Fouling is a transient process that occurs in a sequence of �ve stages�

�� Initiation or delay period
The initiation or delay period is the time period that immediately fol

lows the start
up of the exchanger and may last from a few seconds to
several days� It is the time when conditions conducive to deposition on
the heat transfer surface are established� The duration of this phase de

pends on factors such as type of fouling� surface temperature and surface
condition� For instance� particulate fouling has practically no induction
period while crystallization fouling may have a delay period of several
weeks� For inversely soluble salts� the delay period is also observed to
vary inversely with surface temperature� This is because supersatura

tion and rate reaction increase with temperature� In most cases� the
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beginning of deposition is associated with an increase in heat transfer�
This happens because the surface becomes rough as deposits form on a
previously smooth surface�

�� Mass Transport
The components that are responsible for deposit formation on the surface
are originally either suspended or dissolved in the �uid� During this
stage� deposit forming components are transported from the bulk to the
heat transfer surface� The driving force for transport is the di�erence in
the concentration of the species in the bulk and at the surface� The rate
at which these species are transported can be modelled as�

dm�

dt
� � �Cb � Cw� �����

where Cb and Cw are the concentrations of the species in the bulk and
at the wall� respectively� � is the mass transfer coe�cient� that can be
determined from mass transfer correlations for given �ow conditions and
geometry�

�� Deposition
When the species reach the heat transfer surface� they either settle there
or react to form substances that �nally stick to the surface� Deposition
can either be controlled by di�usion or by adhesion� If the rate at which
species are transported to the wall is much higher than the rate at which
they are integrated into the crystal lattice� then the deposition is said to
be adhesion controlled� If� on the other hand� the rate of integration is
much higher than the rate of di�usion� then the deposition is said to be
di�usion controlled�

�� Removal
As the deposit layer starts increasing� some parts of it may be removed by
the action of �uid shear� The amount removed depends on the strength
of the deposit layer�

�� Aging
A deposit layer on the wall undergoes an aging process with time� This
process may either strengthen or weaken the deposits�

Despite the e�orts invested� the process of fouling is at present not very
well understood� This makes it di�cult to accurately predict the evolution of
the fouling thermal resistance� As a result� the current practice in the design
of heat exchange systems is to incorporate a fouling factor in the calculation
of the overall heat transfer coe�cient� For a tube with internal diameter� di�
and external diameter� do� the overall heat transfer coe�cient� Ui� based on
the inside area is calculated from�
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where hi and ho are the heat transfer coe�cients at the inner and outer surfaces
respectively� �w is the thermal conductivity of the wall� and Rfi and Rfo are
the inner and outer fouling resistances respectively�
Values of the fouling resistances are usually selected from Tubular Ex


changer Manufacturers Association standards� TEMA ������� and are inter

preted as being the thermal resistance of the deposit just before cleaning be

comes necessary� The values do not take into consideration the variation of the
fouling resistance with process variables such as �uid velocity� species concen

tration� bulk and wall temperatures� Further� TEMA values do not cover all
types of �uids� but mainly cover water and hydrocarbon streams� Despite the
above mentioned shortcomings� the TEMA values are often used in account

ing for fouling at the design stage in the absence of accurate fouling predictive
models�
The required heat transfer area� Ai� is computed from knowledge of the

heat load� Q� the overall heat transfer coe�cient and the logarithmic mean
temperature di�erence� �Tlm�

Ai �
Q

Ui�Tlm
� �����

When �xed fouling resistances are used in equation ���� the surface area
calculated using equation ��� is overestimated� Garrett�Price ������ reported
that in practice heat exchangers are designed with an average oversize of about
���� Oversized heat exchangers tend to be large and heavier� and hence costly
to manufacture� transport and install� Moreover� it happens that in order to
obtain the desired heat duty with the oversized heat exchanger� the �ow rate is
reduced� For most fouling mechanisms low velocities tend to promote deposit
formation�

��� Research objectives and scope of the thesis

In the process of sugar manufacture a large amount of process heat is used
at various stages� Puri�cation and evaporation are two such stages� During
puri�cation heat is supplied to raise juice temperatures to levels where most of
the impurities can be removed� Heat is applied in the evaporation station to
remove excess water and to concentrate the juice to syrup� A common problem
encountered during these two processes is scaling� the formation of deposits on
heat transfer surfaces� The deposits are of low thermal conductivity and their
presence leads to a reduction in energy transfer e�ciency� To improve energy
transfer� periodic cleaning is necessary� In a cane sugar factory in Zambia
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cleaning of heat exchangers is done every � to �� days� This is a costly activity�
Designing mitigating strategies requires knowledge of the fouling process in the
industry� The main aim of the work described in this thesis is to gain insight
into the mechanisms leading to fouling in cane sugar factories� focussing on
juice and syrup heaters� This is achieved by

� studying deposit samples from the factory to identify the sources of
fouling�

� performing experiments to investigate the in�uence of process conditions�
like velocity� temperature and the presence of particles� on the fouling
process�

� setting up a numerical model which predicts the rate of deposit formation
as a function of time and position�

Chapter � begins with an outline of the manufacturing processes in the cane
sugar factory� This is followed by a study of the nature of the deposits found
on heat exchanger surfaces� Crystallization and particulate fouling have been
identi�ed as the main fouling mechanisms responsible for deposit formation on
heat transfer surfaces in sugar solution streams� The theoretical framework of
these two mechanisms is presented in chapter �� In preparation for the exper

imental work� chapter � also gives a set of requirements for the test section�
Chapter � contains a description of the experimental set up and describes
scaling experiments performed with calcium sulfate �CaSO�� solutions� The
chapter ends with a presentation and discussion of the results� The experimen

tal results are supplemented with numerical computations� The description
of the numerical simulations are presented in chapter �� Chapters � and �
are written in paper format� Foreign particles have been identi�ed as one of
the components in the deposit samples analyzed� To study the in�uence of
particles on scaling� experiments are performed with di�erent particles� These
results are presented and discussed in chapter � Preliminary experiments were
conducted with industrial �uids� The design of the experimental set
up for
industrial experiments and the results of the preliminary experiments forms
the contents of chapter �� The conclusions and some recommendations are
presented in chapter ��
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Chapter �

Fouling problems in cane

sugar manufacturing

processes

Abstract

Scaling is a huge problem in cane sugar factories� An overview of the manu�
facturing process of a cane sugar factory in Zambia is given in this chapter�
Scale causing species are identi�ed by studying deposit and liquid samples from
the factory� CaSO� is identi�ed as the main compound in the deposit scale
samples� Further� foreign particles are observed in both the deposit and liquid
samples examined�

��� Introduction

Sugar is a natural sweetener that exists in the leaves of most land plants� How

ever� only sugar cane and sugar beet contain amounts of sugar large enough
to be extracted economically on a commercial basis� Sugar cane� botanically
known as Saccharum o�cinarium� is a tall cane
shaped plant and is the main
source of sugar in tropical countries� Sugar beet� whose botanic name is Beta
vulgaris� is a tuber with sugar stored in its root and is the main source of sugar
in temperate climates� Extracting sugar from sugar cane and sugar beet and
manufacturing it into a commercial product involves high energy consuming
processes� Energy is required to provide power to machinery which extract
the sugar� to heat the process �uid to temperatures at which impurities can
easily be removed� to remove excess water and �nally to crystallize the sugar
by water removal� This high demand for energy makes the overall economy of
sugar production highly dependent on the cost of energy�
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��� Manufacturing processes in a cane sugar factory

An outline of a sugar manufacturing process from cane as it is used in Zambia
is shown in �gure ���� Pieces of sugar cane stalks are shredded by hammer mill
shredders and then crushed in steam
powered mills to extract the juice� To aid
the process of juice extraction� water or thin juice is sprayed on the crushed
cane� The extracted juice� which is acidic and turbid� is known as mixed
juice� It comprises of sugars and non
sugars either dissolved or suspended in
water� The non
sugars are composed of coarse and colloidal suspended matter�
dissolved proteins and mineral salts� The mineral salts commonly present are
phosphates� sulfates� silicates� and organic acids or salts such as oxalates� The
suspended matter is made up of coarse particles of soil and bagacillo� which
are tiny �bre pieces of bagasse� Bagasse is the residue from cane crushing and
it is used to �re the steam boilers�

Figure ���� Integration of process units in a typical cane sugar factory�

The next step in sugar manufacturing is puri�cation� The aim of the pu

ri�cation process is to remove impurities� both soluble and insoluble� Several
puri�cation methods are employed in sugar factories� At the Zambia sugar
factory the puri�cation method used is known as decantation method� In this
method heating and liming are used as the main puri�cation tools� First the
amount of suspended particles is minimized by passing raw juice through wire
mesh screens� The hole diameters of the wire screens is of the order of � mm�
The wire mesh screens are aligned at an angle of ��o with the vertical and
the juice �ows parallel to them� Next mixed juice is subjected to a liming
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treatment� Liming is a process by which milk of lime is added to the mixed
juice� Milk of lime is a suspension of calcium hydroxide in water� The addition
of milk of lime achieves two objectives� Firstly� it neutralizes the acidity of
the juice� After liming the pH of the juice increases from between ��� and ���
to between ��� and ���� Secondly� calcium hydroxide reacts with phosphoric
acid present in the juice and forms calcium phosphate� The calcium phos

phate� which precipitates in the form of large �ocs� is used to entrap minute
suspended particles� Formation of insoluble phosphates occurs according to
the following reactions� Spencer and Meadle ������

Ca�� �K�HPO� � CaHPO� � �K
� �����

�CaHPO� � Ca�� � Ca��PO��� � ��H
� �����

�Ca��PO��� � Ca�OH�� � �Ca��PO��� � Ca�OH�� � �����

While the reaction represented by equation ��� occurs almost instantaneously�
that represented by equation ��� proceeds very slowly� The reaction in equa

tion ��� proceeds faster only at high temperatures� The reaction takes a few
minutes when the temperature is at least ��� oC� This is one of the two reasons
why heating of the juice is necessary� The other reason is to coagulate pro

teins� fats and waxes present in the juice� Heating of the juice is done in two
sets of heaters which are arranged in series� In the �rst set of heaters� called
primary heaters� juice is heated to a temperature of about � oC� The second
set of heaters are called secondary heaters and here the juice is heated to a
temperature of about ��� oC� Following liming and heating treatments most
of the impurities are taken out of solution and exist as suspended particulates�
The juice is then pumped into a clari�er� The size of a clari�er is such that
the velocity of �ow and of circulation of juice can be reduced to such a low
level as to allow settling of particles� After the particles have settled down�
clear juice is obtained from the top part of the clari�er�

The clear juice is pumped to the multistage evaporators where up to ���
of the water is removed� The result is a viscous liquid� called syrup� containing
about �� dissolved solids� The syrup undergoes a further clari�cation process
similar to the one described above� The puri�ed syrup is then pumped to
vacuum pans where crystallization takes place�

��� Scaling of heat transfer surfaces

Like in most industries� using energy e�ciently is of great importance in the
sugar manufacturing industry� To optimize on energy usage� sugar factories are
designed with high energy integration between process units� as schematically
shown in �gure ���� In most factories� especially those making sugar from cane�
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an additional feature is that they are designed to be energy self
su�cient with
sugar as the main product and bagasse as the energy generating fuel�

As can be seen from �gure ���� the evaporation station acts as an energy
distribution centre� Exhaust steam from the turbines supplies energy to the
�rst e�ect evaporators� This energy is used to evaporate water from the juice
and in the process generates vapor� Part of this vapor is sent to the second
e�ect evaporators as energy input while the rest is distributed among the other
energy users such as heaters and crystallizers� From the second e�ect onwards�
each e�ect generates vapor which is used as energy input in the next one at a
subsequent lower pressure� In this way the use of energy is optimized�

A major bottleneck to the successful attainment of optimal energy use in
sugar factories is fouling� the deposition of solid material on heat transfer sur

faces� Crystallization fouling� sometimes referred to as scaling� is the dominant
fouling mechanism in sugar cane factories� Scaling occurs in juice heaters� in
syrup heaters and in juice evaporators� The scale causing materials are con

tained� either dissolved or suspended� in the process �uid �owing through these
equipment� In cane sugar factory streams� silicates� sulfates� phosphates and
calcium are the constituents that contribute signi�cantly to the problem of de

posit formation� Constituents of minor importance are oxalates� magnesium�
iron and aluminium oxide�

For crystallization fouling to take place the �uid should locally be super

saturated with respect to the scale causing salts� In juice and syrup heaters�
supersaturation is attained because of the temperature gradient between the
bulk �uid and the heat transfer surface� In evaporators supersaturation is due
to the removal of water from the juice in the process of concentrating it� The
supersaturation in both cases� and the presence of suspended particles act as
driving forces to the formation of deposits on heat transfer walls�

The scales which form on heat transfer surfaces are materials normally of
low thermal conductivity� Table ��� shows typical thermal conductivity val

ues for commonly encountered scales� Due to their low thermal conductivity�
deposits forming on heat transfer surfaces increase the resistance to heat �ow�
The result is a reduction in the overall heat transfer coe�cient of the equip

ment� To maintain the process temperatures of the juice in the heaters and to
evaporate the required amount of water in the evaporators� it is necessary to
raise the steam temperature� This requires raising the steam pressure� Raising
the steam pressure is usually a temporary measure and with time maintaining
the required process conditions becomes increasingly di�cult� The heat trans

fer equipment is then shut down for cleaning� At the sugar factory in Zambia
juice heaters are cleaned every � days while syrup heaters and evaporators are
taken o�
line for cleaning every �� days�
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Table ���� Thermal conductivity of common scalants�

Scaling material Thermal conductivity �W�mK�

Calcium carbonate ��� 
 ���

Calcium sulfate ��� 
 ���

Calcium phosphate ��

Magnesium phosphate ���

����� Characteristics of scale deposits

In the Zambian sugar factory various types of scales were observed in di�er

ent heat transfer equipment� The observations were made immediately after
opening the equipment for cleaning� Scales observed in juice heaters consisted
of two types� Next to the heat transfer surface was a thin black compact layer�
covering the entire circumference of the tube� Initially this layer appeared to
be strongly adherent to the wall� However� with passage of time it was seen to
loosen from the wall� When touched it easily crumbles� Lying on top of this
layer� and mostly on the bottom side of the horizontal tubes� was a sludge
like
deposit� This was a loose layer mainly of �bres and silt� and could easily be
scratched o� by hand� The fact that most of the deposit was at the bottom
side suggests that this layer was formed as a result of sedimentation of parti

cles suspended in the juice� In the evaporators and syrup heaters� the deposits
seen were hard� thick and adhered strongly to the surface� From the syrup
heaters deposit thicknesses were measured at several positions around the tube
and the average was in the order of � mm� Samples from one of the syrup
heaters were collected for further examination� The samples were collected
on the outlet side of one of the tubes of a syrup heater� Prior to collecting
the samples� this particular syrup heater had been operating continuously for
�� days� The collected samples were studied using optical and scanning elec

tron microscopy �SEM�� X
ray �uroscence �XRF� and X
ray di�raction �XRD�
techniques� Figures ��� and ��� show pictures that indicate the presence of
particles in the deposit samples examined� Figure ��� shows a cross
section
of the sample at a magni�cation of �x� At this magni�cation� the sample is
seen to consist of distinct annular layers� Also visible is the presence of par

ticulate matter� in form of �bres and solids� The �bres are likely small pieces
of bagacillo while the solid matter could be silica� Figure ��� shows pictures
of deposit samples examined at higher magni�cation ����x and ���x�� Solid
particles are seen to be sandwiched between two layers�

As mentioned above the deposits are seen to be made of annular layers�
One reason for the annular layers could be due to temperature changes at the
liquid
solid interface� To maintain the desired output temperature� the heat
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Figure ���� SEM picture of the cross
section of a deposit sample at ��x magni�cation�

Figure ��	� SEM pictures of the cross
sections of deposit samples from syrup heaters
at 		�x magni�cation �left� and at 	�x magni�cation �right��

transfer wall temperature increases as the deposits build up� This changes
the temperature gradients in the deposit layer� Temperature changes may
lead to the formation of di�erent phases or even to the deposition of di�er

ent materials� This is due to the fact that at certain temperatures certain
species are more stable than others� This would mean that the layers are
composed of di�erent materials� To test whether any di�erence in material
composition exists among the layers� measurements were carried out� In the
measurements the elements present in the deposit sample were detected using
XRF analysis� The analysis was based on the principle that chemical elements
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emit characteristic radiations when subjected to appropriate excitations� The
emitted signals were measured and used to identify the elements� For this
examination the X
ray signals were provided by a J��� Pioneer column with
an accelerating voltage of �� kV� On the surface of a sample� an XRF probe
was moved up� down� left and right� At each point a spectrum containing the
elements detected was obtained� The characteristic wavelengths obtained and
their associated elements are shown in �gures ��� and ���� Each �gure gives
information on the elements found at the spot examined� As can be seen from
the �gures there are no signi�cant di�erences in the elemental composition of
the di�erent layers� This suggests that observed layers are not formed out of
di�erent materials� The observed annular layers could have been formed as a
result of thermal shocks or due to presence of solid particles�

Figure ���� Spectrum of characteristic radiations from deposit sample �rst location�

The main elements detected from the samples� shown in �gures ��� and
���� are oxygen O� sulfur S and calcium Ca� Other elements detected include
Carbon C� Silicon Si and Gold Au� Gold and some portion of carbon may
not be part of the sample as these elements were added to the sample prior to
testing in order to improve the conductivity of the sample�
The elements detected using XRF analysis were combined into the most

probable compounds� From their investigations of evaporators scales� Kumar
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Figure ���� Spectrum of characteristic radiations from deposit sample at second loca

tion�

et al� ������ concluded that certain types of anions can only be present in
scales in combination with speci�c cations� For instance� sulfate can only
be present as calcium sulfate� aconitates as calcium
magnesium aconitates�
oxalate as calcium oxalates and phosphates as calcium phosphates� Using this
information it is concluded that the detected elements point to calcium sulfate
as the likely dominant material in the scales investigated�

X
ray di�raction �XRD� was used to con�rm the �ndings made with XRF�
XRD is based on the Bragg principle that X
rays of known wavelength are
di�racted by crystalline materials� Dunlevey and Dawson ������� Each crys

talline material has a characteristic pattern which is unique� depending on
its chemistry and crystal symmetry� The database of the Joint Committee
on Powder Di�raction Standards �JCPDS� was used to identify the patterns
obtained from XRD analysis� Calcium sulfate dihydrate �CaSO� � �H�O� was
identi�ed as the dominant compound in the scale�

����� Liquid analysis

The particulate matter observed in the deposit samples examined are likely
to be found in the process �uid� Samples of the juice and syrup heaters
were analyzed to determine whether there were particles or not� The analysis
involved passing the liquid sample through a �lter� Thereafter� a lot of water
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was passed through the same �lter� This was done in order to dissolve any
sugars that may have been present� The �ltrate was then dried� The results of
this exercise are shown in �gure ��� The picture on the left shows particulate
matter suspended on a �lter� The picture on the right shows particulate
matter that has been washed from the �lter and then dried� From the two
pictures it is seen that the �uid examined contained particles with di�erent
sizes� Particles observed had sizes ranging from �� �m to ��� �m�

Figure ���� Particulate matter on �lter �left� and after drying �right�� at a magni�

cation of ����x� The white line on the right picture represents ��� �m�

��� Concluding remarks

Fouling problems as they occur in a cane sugar factory in Zambia have been
investigated� Deposits from the factory have been studied and results identify
calcium sulfate as the main compound present in these scales� Further it
is shown that the scales also contain particulate matter� mostly �bres and
solid particles� The solid particles occur over a wide size range� typically
between �� �m and ��� �m� From these results it is concluded that scaling and
particulate fouling are the two main mechanisms causing deposit formation in
juice and syrup heaters�
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Chapter �

Theoretical framework

Abstract

Scaling of juice and syrup heaters occurs due to the combined e	ects of crys�
tallization and particulate fouling� In this chapter the theory governing the
two mechanisms� as it appears in literature� is summarized� On the basis of
the theory presented� a list of requirements for the design of the experimental
set�up is formulated�

��� Introduction

Scaling of heat exchangers refers to the formation of solid deposits on a heat
transfer surface� arising primarily from dissolved inorganic salts present in the
�owing �uid� The main physical mechanism responsible for deposit forma

tion here is crystallization� Crystallization is a process by which a solid phase
is formed from solution� The process of crystallization is known to be very
sensitive to foreign particles� Since the probability of foreign particles being
present in process �uids �owing in heat exchangers is extremely high� the in

�uence of particles on deposit formation forms an important aspect to the
phenomenon of scaling in industrial heat exchangers� In this chapter the the

oretical framework necessary to describe scaling in industrial heat exchangers
is presented� First the theory of crystallization is described� which is followed
by a description of particulate fouling� A general reference for the theory of
crystallization is Mersmann ������ while that for particulate fouling is Gud�
mundsson ������� This chapter is concluded with a set of requirements for
an experimental facility to investigate the process of scaling on heat transfer
surfaces�
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��� Theory of crystallization

Crystallization occurs by a combination of two main rate processes� nucleation
and growth� These processes are both governed by the supersaturation of
the solution� Therefore� crystallization can only take place if some degree of
supersaturation has been achieved in the system� There are three basic steps
that are necessary for crystallization to occur� attainment of supersaturation�
formation of nuclei and growth of crystals� These steps are elucidated further
in the following sections�

����� Solubility and supersaturation

In a heat exchanger� there will exist temperature gradients as one moves from
the bulk to the wall� With regard to the scale causing species� a �uid �owing
in a heat exchanger can be in one of the following states� undersaturated�
saturated or supersaturated� A saturated solution is one in which the solid
phase is in equilibrium with the liquid phase at a given temperature� For a
particular salt� the amount of solute required to attain solution equilibrium at
a given temperature is known as its solubility� When a solution contains more
dissolved solids than that represented by saturation equilibrium it is said to
be supersaturated� On the other hand a solution with less solute than that re

quired for saturation is said to be undersaturated� Undersaturation and super

saturation represent non
equilibrium states� The tendency of non
equilibrium
solutions in the presence of crystals is to go back to the equilibrium state by
minimizing its overall energy� Undersaturated solutions achieve equilibrium
by dissolving more solute� a process known as dissolution� For supersaturated
solutions� equilibrium is attained by getting rid of the excess dissolved solids�
Our interest is in supersaturated solutions as these are the type of solutions
that possess the capacity to trigger the start of deposit formation�

For a solution whose concentration is C � the degree of supersaturation� S �
is given by�

S �
C

Cs

�����

where Cs is the equilibrium concentration at a given temperature�

There are two ways by which a process �uid in heat transfer equipment
may become supersaturated with respect to one or more of the scaling salts�
The �rst method is when water is evaporated from the process �uid such that
the solubility limit is exceeded� This is the method by which supersaturation
is generated in evaporators� In the second method supersaturation may be
achieved when a solution containing a dissolved salt of normal solubility is
cooled to a level below its solubility limit� or a solution containing a dissolved
salt of inverse solubility characteristic is heated to a level above the solubil
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ity temperature� This is the method that is responsible for supersaturation
conditions in most sensible heat exchangers� In these type of exchangers su

persaturation may be attained in areas in the vicinity of the walls even when
the bulk of the process �uid is undersaturated�

Figure 	��� Solubility and maximum supersaturated curves for an idealized inverse
solubility salt�

Attainment of supersaturation is a necessary but not su�cient condition
for crystallization to take place� Mersmann ������� It is actually possible for
a supersaturated solution to exist for a long period without forming crystals�
To understand how this happens we consider �gure ���� The solid line AB is a
solubility curve� showing normal solubility behaviour on the left hand side and
inverse solubility on the right hand side� Let point � specify the concentration
and temperature in the bulk of a heat exchanger� Point � represents an unsat

urated state� If Ts is the temperature at the wall� then the �uid in the vicinity
of the wall will be saturated� Point � denotes the solubility of the salt� Under
such conditions it is highly unlikely that deposits will form� or if they do then
it will be after a very long time� But suppose the temperature of the wall was
Ts� � In this case the �uid in the vicinity will be supersaturated� In a system
free of impurities no crystals will form between points � and �� despite the fact
that the region represents state of supersaturation� Such a solution is referred
to as a metastable solution� In a metastable solution� spontaneous creation of
new entities of a crystalline phase is a matter of chance� The probability in

creases with increase in volume and supersaturation� The life of a metastable
solution decreases with increase in supersaturation level� At increasing super

saturation levels� a metastable solution can be transformed into an unstable
solution� capable of forming a new phase� Curve A�B �� running parallel to the
solubility curve� is the boundary of the metastable region and is referred to as
the curve of maximum permissible supersaturation� By considering the two
curves� AB and A�B �� we can identify three regions� First there is a region of
stability� lying below the solubility curve AB � In this region no crystals will
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form� Next is the metastable region which lies between the solubility curve
and the curve of maximum permissible supersaturation� In the metastable
region� the solution may not nucleate for a long time� It will� however� sustain
growth once it has been initiated� Finally� there is a region of instability� This
region is above curve A�B �� In this region nucleation is the predominant mode
driving the growth of crystals�

To form a solid phase from a liquid phase� there are two consecutive steps
that are required� The �rst step is to overcome the energy barrier that sta

bilizes the state� This is what nucleation achieves� The second step involves
a subsequent change to a state of lower energy� Attainment of a lower energy
state is achieved through the process of crystal growth�

����� Nucleation

Nucleation is the formation of minute particles that are stable so as to exist in
the new phase� Here we will follow the description by Nielsen ����� to explain
the process� Nucleation is broadly divided into two categories� primary and
secondary nucleation� Primary nucleation is further divided into two groups�
homogeneous and heterogeneous� In homogeneous nucleation� nucleates form
spontaneously while heterogeneous refers to the process by which formation
of nucleates is arti�cially induced� The inducement agent could be foreign
particles in the process �uid or the walls of the vessel� It is unlikely that
homogeneous nucleation would occur in industrial heat exchange systems be

cause of the high probability of contamination� The �uid is likely to contain
foreign particles� In addition� the surfaces of the heat exchanger are likely
to be rough� The contamination and the rough surfaces constitute foreign
bodies� as far as crystal formation is concerned� If the particles that induce
nucleation are of the same type as that of the solute in solution� then the type
of nucleation is known as secondary nucleation�

Formation of nucleates can be described using thermodynamics� Consider
a minute particle that is present in a supersaturated solution� There exists an
energy di�erence between the particle and a solute in solution� That energy
is termed the overall excess free energy� �G� and is equal to the sum of the
surface excess free energy� �Gs� and the volume excess free energy� �GV � If
the nucleate is considered to be a sphere then the overall excess free energy
can be expressed as�

�G � ��r�� �
�

�
�r��G�

v �����

where r is the radius of the nucleate� � is the surface tension �N�m� and �G�

v

is the free energy change of the transformation per unit volume �J�m���

The surface excess free energy is a positive quantity and is proportional
to r� � It represents the excess free energy between the surface of the particle
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and the interior of the particle� The volume excess free energy� on the other
hand� is a negative quantity and is proportional to r� � It represents the excess
free energy between a very large particle and the solute in solution� The
critical radius of the nucleate is attained when the overall excess free energy
is minimal� That critical radius can be obtained by minimizing equation ����

rc � �
��

�G�

v

� �����

When equation ��� is substituted into equation ��� we obtain the critical
excess free energy�

�Gcr �
�

�
�r�c�� �����

Let us now turn our attention to the behaviour of a newly created particle
in a supersaturated solution� Whether that particle survives or not depends
on its size� The system aims at attaining minimum energy� A particle whose
size is less than rc contributes to minimum energy by redissolving� whereas
a particle whose size is greater than rc minimizes energy by growing� Hence
only particles with size greater than rc will tend to survive and grow into large
crystals�

Particles present in a crystallizing system can in�uence the nucleation pro

cess� The size of solid bodies likely to a�ect nucleation lies in the range ��� to
� �m� When particles are present in a system they provide areas where nu

cleates can start developing� As pointed out already this type of nucleation is
known as heterogeneous nucleation� For heterogeneous nucleation� the overall
excess free energy is given by�

�G�

cr � ��Gcr �����

where � is a factor less than unity�

Some foreign bodies suit the system so well that nucleation can start at
concentrations much lower than that required for spontaneous nucleation� The
mechanism by which heterogeneous nucleation takes place can be explained
by considering a foreign particle in a supersaturated solution as shown in
�gure ���� Depending on the surface and lattice structure of the solid� a sub

nucleus of the solute can grow on the solid� At the point of contact three
energy types can be identi�ed� the interfacial energy between the solution and
a crystal� �SC � the interfacial energy between the solution and the foreign
particle� �SF � and the interfacial energy between the crystal and the foreign
particle� �CF � Resolving forces in the horizontal direction we get�

FSF � FCF � FSCcos� ����
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where � is the contact angle between foreign body and the crystal �between
direction CF and SC�� It is analogous to the wetting angle in solid
liquid
systems�

Figure 	��� Heterogeneous Nucleation

A contact angle ranging from �o to ���o is formed between the foreign
particle surface and the growing crystal� The angle depends on the wetting of
the foreign particle by the solution and the crystal phase� A contact angle of
��� o corresponds to non
wettability by the liquid phase and thus no nucleation
is required� When the angle lies between �o and ���o� the nucleation work is
reduced by the wetting surface of the foreign particle� When the angle is �o the
particle is completely wetted and both nucleation work and supersaturation
required for the formation of the heterogeneous nuclei tend toward zero� A
contact angle of �o means that due to a suitable microstructure surface in
the molecular range� crystals will grow on the foreign particle as if it were a
solution
own crystal�
The rate of nucleation� J � is the number of nuclei formed per unit time

per unit volume� It is generally accepted that the rate of nucleation can be
estimated by an Arrhenius equation�

J � A� exp

�
�
�G

kBT

�
�����

where A� is the pre
exponential factor� �G is the excess free energy� kB is
the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature� The Gibbs
Thomson re

lation� Mersmann ������� relates equilibrium supersaturation to radius and is
expressed as�

lnS �
��	

kBTrc
�����

with 	 the molecular volume�
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Substituting equation ��� and ��� into equation ��� and simplifying gives
the rate of nucleation as�

J � A� exp

�
�

����	�

��kT ���lnS��

�
� �����

It can be seen from equation ��� that the rate of nucleation is governed
by the variables� degree of supersaturation S � temperature T and the system
properties surface tension � and molecular volume 	�
In heat exchangers formation of nuclei is normally spontaneous but not

instantaneous� There is a time delay between the attainment of supersatura

tion and the appearance of �rst crystals� This period is called the induction
period� The induction period is in�uenced by many factors� which include
among other things the degree of supersaturation� mixing intensity� presence
of impurities� viscosity� and temperature�

����� Crystal growth

As time increases the minute particles formed during the nucleation process
increase in size until they become visible� This process is known as crystal
growth� The rate at which crystals grow depends on temperature and solution
concentration at the solid
liquid interface� In heat exchangers conditions at
the interface are di�erent from those existing in the bulk due to the presence
of temperature and concentration gradients�
For crystals to grow there must be a continuous supply of ions� Mullin ������

considered crystal growth from solution as a result of a series of steps occurring
concurrently� He identi�ed the following steps�

�� Transfer of ions from the bulk to the liquid
solid interface�

�� Adsorption of ions on the solid surface�

�� Surface migration of ions to the kinks �see next page for de�nition of
kinks��

�� Dehydration of ions and kinks�

�� Integration of ions into kinks�

� Counter
di�usion of water to the bulk�

For scaling� the six steps may be compounded into two main mechanisms�
The �rst one is transport of ions from the bulk to the crystal growth front�
This process normally takes place either by di�usion or convection or by a
combination of the two� The second mechanism involves the integration of
the ions in the crystal structure� Of these two mechanisms� the slowest will
usually be the controlling mechanism for crystal growth�
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Mass transfer controlled growth

The rate at which ions are transported from the bulk to wall is given by�

dm�

dt
� � �Cb � Ci� ������

where � is the mass transfer coe�cient� Cb is the concentration in the bulk
and Ci is the concentration at the solid
liquid interface� If the integration
step is very fast Ci will be equal to the saturation concentration Cs � Crystal
growth is then said to be transport controlled� Deviations may occur when
ionic solutes are not present in equivalent concentrations� or when other ions
are present as well� The deviation in the latter case is due to the di�erences
in the di�usion coe�cient of the various ions� The mass transfer coe�cient
� can be obtained from correlations for the appropriate �ow conditions and
geometry�

Surface reaction controlled growth

If the surface reaction is the rate determining step it means that Ci is prac

tically equal to Cb� In that case crystal growth will be controlled by surface
reaction� When ions arrive at the interface they get adsorbed onto the surface�
Adsorption is the phenomenon by which ions adhere to the surface with which
they come into contact� The attachment is due to the forces of attraction be

tween the ions and the surface material� Once at the surface the ions di�use to
areas that are suitable for integration� Integration can be explained with the
help of �gure ���� The �gure is a schematic drawing of a crystal surface with
ions on it� The ions are represented by cubes� To be part of the crystal lattice
an ion must form at least three bonds with the host� Hence cube A is unlikely
to be integrated into the crystal lattice since it only forms one bond with the
host surface� It has a high probability of returning back to the solution� By
moving to position B� the ion increases its chances of integration since it now
forms two bonds� Cube C is integrated as it is able to form three bonds with
the crystal� The position occupied by cube C is referred to as a kink� The
rate of crystal growth due to integration is given by�

dm�

dt
� kr �Ci � Cs�

n ������

with kr the rate constant� The index n is referred to as an overall growth
rate order� Experimental results in literature suggest that for many inorganic
salts crystallizing from aqueous solution the value of n lies between � and ��
Liu �������

The rate constant� kr � depends on temperature and this dependency is
described by the Arrhenius formulation�
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Figure 	�	� Integration of ions on the crystal surface� with the ions being represented
by cubes�

kr � kro exp

�
�
�E

RgTi

�
������

with kro the pre
exponential factor� �E the activation energy and Rg the
gas constant� The pre
exponential factor is a very sensitive parameter and is
usually system speci�c�

��� Deposition of solid particles

Particulate matter will always be present in industrial heat exchangers� The
particulate matter could be from by
products or could be due to wear and tear
of equipment� Examples include silt or corrosion products entering the system
from other parts of the equipment� In the cane sugar industry� examples of
particulate matter include �bres from the crushing process� and silt from the
sugar cane �elds� These substances sometimes get attached or get deposited
on heat transfer surfaces leading to deposit formation� In a system where
crystallization is also taking place� presence of particles is of considerable im

portance� Hasson �������

An extensive theory on particulate fouling can be found in Bott ������ and
in Epstein ������� Here we will summarize their results�

Formation of deposits due to particle deposition is a two
step process�
Firstly particles are transported from the bulk to the wall� The mode of trans

port depends on the prevailing transport regime� For instance� if the process
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Figure 	��� Typical particle concentrations in the bulk and at the wall�

is di�usion controlled� the transport takes place by mass transfer since the
particle concentration in the bulk is di�erent from that at the wall� as shown
in �gure ���� The rate at which particles are transported can be expressed as�

dm�

p

dt
� Kt �Cpb � Cpw� ������

where Kt is a transport coe�cient� Cpb is the concentration of particles in the
bulk and Cpw is the particle concentration at the wall�
At the wall particles become part of the deposit only if they attach to the

wall or to the existing deposit� The rate at which attachment takes place is
usually expressed as�

dm�

p

dt
� KdCpb ������

where Kd is the deposition coe�cient� In writing equation ���� it is implicitly
assumed that all particles that reach the wall become part of the deposit� With
reference to equation ���� this assumption means that Cpw � � and Kd � Kt�
In certain situations� however� not all particles reaching the wall remain there�
Some particles rebound and return to the �uid� When that happens the
deposition coe�cient is no longer equal to the transport coe�cient� Instead
the relationship between the two parameters becomes�

Kd � PKt ������

where P is a factor that gives a measure of the e�ciency of the attachment
step� The factor P is commonly known as the sticking probability�
The transport behaviour of a particle is usually assessed using a dimen


sionless particle relaxation time� 
�p � This parameter is de�ned as�
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�p �

p�v

���

�
�����

with v� the friction velocity de�ned as
q

�w
�
� and � the kinematic viscosity� 
p

is the particle relaxation time while 
w is the �uid shear stress and � is the
density of liquid�

It has been shown by Gudmundsson ������ and Bott ������ that the mag

nitude of 
� is an indication of the regime under which a particle approaches
the surface� If 
� is less than ��� the particle is transported to the wall by
di�usion� When 
� is greater than �� then particle transport takes place by
impaction� A value of 
� between ��� and �� indicates that the inertia e�ects
control the transport of particles� For fouling in heat recovery boilers� van
Beek ������ found that inertia starts to become important in particle trans

port for particle sizes of  �m and that impaction ends with particles with
sizes �� �m� In the cane juice heaters� all the three transport regimes are im

portant� The value 
� for silica particles with sizes up to ��� �m is calculated
to be ��� On the other hand bagacillo particles have values of 
� less than ����

����� Di�usion regime

Under turbulent conditions� particles that are suspended in the �ow and whose

� value is less than ��� are transported to the laminar sub
layer by eddy
di�usion� The particle would then travel through the laminar sub
layer by
Brownian motion� Under these conditions� the submicron particles can be
treated as molecules and the transport coe�cient Kt then becomes equal to
the mass transfer coe�cient� �� The mass transfer coe�cient can be obtained
from correlations for forced convection mass transfer using relationships of the
form�

Sh � KRemScn ������

with Sh the Sherwood number given by
�dp
DB
� where dp is the particle diameter

and DB is the Brownian di�usivity� For a dilute suspension of spheres� the
Brownian di�usivity may be calculated from the Stokes
Einstein equation�

DB �
kBT

��dp
������

with  the �uid viscosity�

According to Epstein ������� the transport coe�cient in turbulent �ow
when di�usion is the controlling mechanism is equal to the mass transfer co

e�cient � and takes the following form�

Kt � d
�

�

�

p �v��m ������
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where the index m changes from �

�
to unity as the concentration boundary

layer becomes fully developed�

����� Inertia regime

Particles in the inertia regime are su�ciently large in size and turbulent ed

dies give them su�cient energy to enable them to move through the viscous
sublayer� Some particles may be slowed down in the sublayer and become
subjected to Brownian motion� Others will have enough energy to reach the
wall� Results in literature are presented using a non
dimensionalized transport
coe�cient� K�

t � obtained as�

K�

t �
Kt

v�
� ������

According to Epstein ������ the transition from di�usion to inertia control
occurs at 
� � ��� � ���� This corresponds with dp being in the order of
� � ��m�

Papavergos and Hedley ������ recommended a rough empirical expression
for ��� � 
� � �� as�

K�

t � ������� �

��� � ������

����� Impaction

In the impaction regime� the velocity of the particle towards the wall ap

proaches the friction velocity� v�� and the particle stopping distance becomes
of the same order of magnitude as the pipe diameter� This occurs within the
range 
� � �� 
 ���� In this case the e�ect of turbulent �uctuations is limited
and K�

t remains almost constant� For this regime� Papavergos and Hedley
������ recommended K�

t � �����

��� Adhesion

When a particle reaches the wall� it has to get attached to the wall before it
can be said to have deposited� The process by which a particle attaches to
the wall is known as adhesion� Adhesion is a very complex process which is
not yet understood well� It depends on the condition of the wall� the size of
the particles� the �uid properties and is governed by the forces existing at the
surface�

When a particle approaches a surface some interactions between the ap

proaching particle and the surface being approached come into play� Forces
that result from such interactions are usually grouped into three categories�
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�� Long range forces�
These forces lead to attractive forces between a particle and the surface�
They thus provide a basis for contact between the two entities to ensue�
Forces under this category include London
van der Waals� electrostatic
and magnetic attraction forces�

�� Bridging e�ects�
The interaction between a particle and the surface results in a �bridging�
being formed� This is a result of the mutual di�usion that comes into
play between the substance of the particle and the surface� Liquid	solid
bridging can occur at the interface that invokes capillary forces�

�� Short range forces�
These forces are activated when there is close contact between a par

ticle and a surface� Usually these forces come into play when the long
range attractive forces and the bridging e�ects have established physical
contact�

For fouling in heat exchangers� the long range forces are the most impor

tant� These are the ones that are responsible for bringing particles into contact
with the surface� Within the long range category the London
van der Waals
and the electrostatic double layer play a signi�cant role in particulate fouling�
More details about these forces can be found in Bott �������

��� Requirements for the design of a testing equip�

ment

As mentioned in chapter � cane sugar factories have both sensible and latent
heat exchangers� We focus on the sensible heat exchangers� namely juice and
syrup heaters� The process �uid �ows with mean velocities of between ��� and
� m�s� A typical tube has inner diameter of �� mm� The Reynolds number
is approximately �� ���� The temperature of the �uid ranges from � oC
to ��� oC depending on the stage in the process� Examination of deposit
and process liquid samples showed presence of particles with sizes ranging
from �� �m to about ��� �m� Further analysis showed that CaSO� was the
dominant compound in the deposit� This information is used to establish
requirements needed for a test section that can be used for experimentally
studying the scaling process�

�� The �ow in industrial heat exchangers is usually turbulent� The range
of Reynolds numbers selected for the experiments should re�ect this�
Consequently the testing section should be able to handle high Reynolds
numbers�
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�� The experimental �uid should be selected on the basis of the foulant
materials found in sugar streams as presented in chapter �� in this case
CaSO��

�� To minimize the possibility of bulk crystallization the solution bulk tem

perature should be selected so that it does not exceed the solubility limit
of CaSO��

�� Equation ��� shows that if S � �� nucleation will not take place� To
achieve nucleation in �nite time� the experimental solution should be
supersaturated �S � ���

�� Scaling in juice and syrup heaters is inside tubes� The �uid �ow is
parallel to the heat transfer surface� Therefore� a �at surface geometry
could be used for the heat transfer surface�

� The material to be used for the experimental set
up should be inert so
as not to contaminate the experimental �uid� The same should hold for
the material of the accessories such as pumps and valves�

�� The test section should be completely closed in order to avoid changes
of bulk concentration arising from evaporation�

�� Since scaling experiments take very long� provision should be made for
automatic data collection and safety measures should be considered since
the test section would be unattended for long periods�

�� For the particles found in the industrial �uid it is estimated that the di

mensionless particle relaxation time varies from ���� to ��� The particles
to be used in the experiments should be within this range�



Chapter �

Experimental investigation of

CaSO� crystallization on a �at

plate

Abstract

The process of scaling of calcium sulfate was studied by performing laboratory
experiments under controlled conditions� The experiments were aimed at mea�
suring the rate of deposition at di	erent positions on a heated surface� The
overall thermal resistance was determined from temperatures measured using
thermocouples positioned in the bulk 
uid and in the heated plate� Calcium sul�
fate was used as the experimental 
uid� It was observed that nucleates started
forming on the downstream side� A nucleation front was formed and it was
seen to move from the downstream to the upstream side� The rate of growth
as a function of position was observed to increase with the initial wall temper�
ature distribution� resulting in a �nal thickness of the scale layer that is also
increasing accordingly� While the rate of growth was found to be independent
of 
ow velocity within the range studied� the results showed that the induction
period is reduced by lowering the 
ow velocity� An increase in the degree of
supersaturation also reduces the induction period� It is concluded that scaling
due to CaSO� results in a non�uniform porous scale layer with a pro�le that
mimics the initial surface temperature�

�The contents of this chapter have been submitted for publication in the Heat Transfer

Engineering Journal
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��� Introduction

Fouling of heat transfer surfaces is a problem that permeates the life cycle of
heat exchangers� At the design stage a commonly used remedy is to increase
the heat transfer surface area� Garret�Price et al� ������ reported that in
practice heat exchangers are designed with an average oversize of about ����
While this strategy is widely accepted� it has some economic penalties asso

ciated with it� Heat exchangers designed with excess surface area are larger
and heavier� This evidently results in extra costs to cover additional mate

rial� transportation and installation� During the operational stage of a heat
exchanger� operators resort to periodic cleaning as a way of managing fouling�
This results in additional costs arising from loss of production and additional
maintenance activities� Steinhagen ������ has shown that fouling related costs
constitute a signi�cant portion of the industry�s running costs�

Scaling� or crystallization fouling� occurs when inverse solubility salts that
are originally dissolved in the process �uid� deposit on heat transfer surfaces�
A characteristic feature of inverse solubility salts is that their solubilities de

crease with increase in temperature� Salts that normally lead to scaling are
usually sulfates� phosphates and carbonates of calcium� Calcium sulfate is one
of the commonly encountered scale forming materials� It is found in nano�l

tration technology Lee ������� desalination of sea water by reverse osmosis�
handling of geothermal brines for energy production and water distillation�
Klepetsanis ������� Consequently� work aimed at understanding the under

lying mechanisms in calcium sulfate scaling has received a lot of attention
as can be found in Hasson and Zahavi ������� Liu and Nancollas �������
Gill and Nancollas ������� Bohnet ������� Linnikov ������� �����a�� �����b��
Mori et al� ����� and Sheikholeslami �������

Hasson and Zahavi ������� Bohnet ������ and Mori et al� ����� have
investigated calcium sulfate deposition mechanisms using saturated calcium
sulfate solution �owing in a double
pipe heat exchanger� with the inner tube
heated electrically� In the experiments of Hasson and Zahavi ������ the
bulk temperature was maintained at �� oC with the Reynolds number set
at Re � ��� � They observed that surface nucleation along a heated tube
occurred at a nonuniform rate� being highest at the downstream side� A cor

respondingly nonuniform scale layer was observed� thickest at the downstream
edge� These results were presented as a series of photographs� showing the
position of the scale front at di�erent times� They further observed that rates
of nucleate front propagation and scale layer growth increased with surface
temperature and decreased with �ow velocity� With �ltration of the bulk so

lution� a decrease in the rate of nucleation and crystal growth was observed�
They concluded that movement of the nucleation front was a predominant
mechanism in calcium sulfate scale formation and presented� based on this
mechanism� a kinetic model whose nucleate front propagation was shown to
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be a function of axial distance�
Working from �rst principles and assuming that the fouling layer growth

would be arrested after a certain time by removal arising from �uid shear
stresses� Bohnet ������ developed a physical model to describe fouling caused
by crystallization and sedimentation� He conducted experiments with constant
heat �ux� �uid velocity� bulk concentration and bulk temperature� The range
of the Reynolds number was between �� ��� and �� ���� The bulk temperature
ranged from �� oC and �� oC while the surface temperature was between �� oC
and �� oC� He deduced that the fouling resistance� as a function of time�
approached an asymptotic limit� This limit depended on the rate of �uid
�ow� It was concluded that �uid shear stress was essentially responsible for
removal� Further� it was concluded that the strength of the scale was reduced
by thermal stresses and this assisted the removal process�

With Reynolds numbers ranging from �� ��� to �� ���� and surface tem

peratures between � oC and �� oC� Mori et al� ����� obtained asymptotic
fouling curves and observed that asymptotic values were in�uenced by surface
temperature and �uid velocity� They concluded that calcium sulfate scale for

mation was a surface reaction controlled mechanism� From �tted curves they
were able to obtain the activation energy as �� 	 ���J�mol�
In the studies cited fouling rates were determined from temperatures mea


sured at a single point� In the scaling experiments reported in this chapter
the fouling rates were calculated from temperatures measured at �ve di�erent
points axially distributed on a �at plate� With �ve thermocouples the move

ment of the scale can be shown by the di�erences in the fouling resistances�
Besides� the di�erences in growth rate due to a developing thermal boundary
layer can also be seen� The experiments were performed with the Reynolds
number ranging from �� ��� to �� ��� corresponding to �ow velocities in the
test section of between ��� and ��� m�s� The calcium sulfate solution used
was supersaturated� the degree of supersaturation ranging from ��� to ����

��� Background theory

As already stated scaling occurs when salts dissolved in the process �uid crys

tallize on a heat transfer surface� Three basic steps are necessary for crys

tallization to occur� attainment of supersaturation� formation of nuclei and
growth of crystals�

����� Supersaturation

For crystals to form or for existing crystals to grow� the solution must be su

persaturated� Supersaturation refers to a state where the solution holds more
solute than it can hold at equilibrium� Saturation occurs when the solute
is in equilibrium with the undissolved solid� The degree of supersaturation�
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S � is often used as a measure of supersaturation and is expressed as a ratio
of the bulk concentration� Cb � to the saturation concentration� Cs � In heat
transfer equipment supersaturation may be achieved by either evaporating a
solution beyond the solubility limit of a dissolved salt or heating a solution
containing a dissolved salt of inverse solubility nature to a level above its solu

bility temperature� The latter is responsible for supersaturation conditions in
most sensible heat exchangers and is of interest in this work� Supersaturation
represents a condition of non
equilibrium� The tendency of a supersaturated
solution is to go back to the equilibrium state by getting rid of excess solute�
This is achieved by the processes of nucleation and crystal growth�

����� Nucleation

Nucleation refers to the process by which the smallest stable aggregates of a
crystalline phase are formed in a crystallizing system� These minute particles
then act as centres of crystallization� The process of nucleation may either oc

cur spontaneously or be induced arti�cially� that is the energy required to form
new surfaces is reduced by external factors such as the presence of impurities�
When nucleates form without being aided� the process is called homogeneous
nucleation� Nucleation that is induced by foreign bodies is known as hetero

geneous nucleation� As pointed out in chapter � it is this type of nucleation
that is expected to occur in heat exchangers� The inducement may come from
the presence of a surface� for instance that provided by foreign particles�
The rate of heterogeneous nucleation is given by Linnikov ������ as�

J � A� exp

�
�
��NAV

���

�R�
gT

�
i �lnS�

�

�
�����

where A� is the pre
exponential factor� NA is Avogadro�s constant� V is the
molar volume� � is the interfacial tension between the foreign surface and the
nucleating substance� Rg is the gas constant and Ti is the interface temper

ature� The interfacial tension is a material dependent property and depends
on the condition of the surface� Hence some surfaces may enhance nucleation
while others would o�er resistance�

����� Crystal growth

Minute crystal particles that are formed during nucleation subsequently grow
into crystals of visible sizes� For growth to occur a series of processes have to
take place� As mentioned in chapter �Mullin ������ has identi�ed six processes
which may be taking place simultaneously when an electrolyte is crystallizing
from an aqueous solution� The six stages can� however� be compounded into
two main mechanisms� transport of ions from the bulk to the liquid
crystal
interface and� at the surface� integration of ions into the crystal lattice�
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Transport of ions is normally modelled as�

dm�

dt
� � �Cb � Ci� �����

where m � is the mass deposited per unit area and Ci is the concentration of
the ions at the solid
liquid interface� Once at the interface� the Ca�� and
SO��

� ions are built into the crystal lattice to form crystals of calcium sulfate�
The accumulation of mass resulting from this reaction is given by�

dm�

dt
� kr �Ci � Cs�

n �����

where kr is the crystal growth rate constant and n is an index� usually em

pirically determined� From a theoretical analysis� Konak ������ showed that
this index depends on the number of types of ions taking part in the reaction�
For CaSO� crystallization� n is then equal to ��

The rate constant� kr depends on temperature and this dependency is
described by the Arrhenius expression as given in equation ����� Krause ������
reported a value of ���� m��kgs for the pre
exponential constant� kro� and
���� x ��� J�mol for the activation energy� �E� Bohnet ������ obtained kro
as ����� m��kgs and �E � ���� x ��� J�mol� When the values obtained by
Bohnet ������ and Krause ������ are used in equation ���� the di�erence in
kr is zero at ��

oC�

The concentration at the solid
liquid interface is not known and it is usu

ally convenient to eliminate it from the analysis� This is normally done by
assuming that steady state conditions exist at the solid
liquid interface result

ing in equations ��� and ��� being equal� With the index n � �� it can be
shown that eliminating Ci from these equations results in the rate of mass
accumulation per unit area taking the form� Krause �������

dm�

dt
� �

�
	�
�

�
�

kr

�
� �Cb �Cs��

s
�

�

�
�

kr

��

�

�
�

kr

�
�Cb � Cs�



� � �����

In terms of the thickness of the scale layer� the mass deposited per unit area
is�

m� �x� t� � �f�f �x� t� �����

where �f and �f �x� t� are the density and thickness of the layer� respectively�
Further� the resistance of the scale layer is given by�

Rf �x� t� �
�f �x� t�

�f
����
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with �f being the thermal conductivity of the scale�
Deposit formation is controlled by the parameters � and kr �Cb � Cs�� If

� �� kr �Ci �Cs�� surface reaction is the controlling mechanism and the
mass �ux is given by equation ��� with Ci � Cb� On the other hand� when
kr �Ci � Cs� �� �� mass transfer will control the process and the mass �ux
will be given by equation ��� with Ci � Cs� The mass transfer coe�cient
depends on �ow conditions and geometry and can be obtained from published
correlations� For a fully turbulent �ow the Sherwood number is given as�
Bejan �������

Sh � �����Re���Sc���� �����

with the Sherwood number� Sh � �dh
D
and the Schmidt number� Sc � �

�D
� In

the Sherwood number and Schmidt number expressions� dh is the hydraulic
diameter of the test section� D is the solution di�usion coe�cient and  is the
�uid dynamic viscosity� To take into account the entrance e�ects we follow
guidelines similar to those for estimating heat transfer coe�cients as explained
in chapter �� Equation ��� then becomes�

Sh � �����Re���Sc����
�
� �

dh
x

�
�����

for �� � x
dh

� �� To use these relationships knowledge of the physical prop

erties of calcium sulfate solution and di�usivity of CaSO� in water is needed�
These values� taken from literature Bohnet ������� are di�usivity D � �����
	 ���� m��s� density � � ��� kg�m� and dynamic viscosity  � �� 	
���� kg�sm�

��� Experiments

����� Experimental setup

Demands
The process of scaling is sensitive to external factors� This puts strenuous

demands on the design of a test apparatus for scaling experiments� It is
imperative that the walls of the experimental setup be made of materials
inert to the scaling species being investigated� In this regard the material
selected for the piping was PolyV inylChloride�PV C�� For the same reason
the pump chosen had all its components made of plastic� A closed system
was opted for so as to prevent impurity contamination and evaporation of
water from the system� Another important consideration is the achievement
of thorough cleaning of the experimental setup at the end of each experiment�
The apparatus was made of a series of short pipes connected together by
threaded couplings� This made it possible for the pipes to be dismantled and
cleaned using a high pressure pump�
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A test apparatus meeting the above requirements was designed and con

structed� It is schematically shown in �gure ���� The main parts of the
apparatus are a centrifugal pump� a rotameter� a double pipe heat exchanger
and the measuring section� The double pipe heat exchanger was used to cool
the experimental solution heated in the test section� In the next subsection a
detailed description of the measuring section is given�

Figure ���� Schematic diagram of the experimental setup showing the main compo

nents�

Measuring section
The measuring section consisted of a stainless steel rectangular channel with
internal dimensions of �� mm 	 � mm 	 � mm� The channel had a hy

draulic diameter of ���� mm� The length of the measuring section was selected
to ensure that a part of the section would have hydrodynamically and thermal
conditions that are fully developed� The experiments were conducted under
turbulent �ow conditions� turbulence being the �ow regime in industrial heat
exchangers� For turbulent �ow� fully developed conditions are attained after
approximately �� diameters� Bejan ������� This means that fully developed
conditions in the measuring section is attained after about ��� mm� Provi

sions were made to have the channel optically accessible so that progress of
the scale development could be observed� The channel had windows of per

spex glass on the sides and on the top� A copper plate provided the heated
surface� The plate whose surface dimensions were �� mm long and �� mm
wide was fastened to the bottom of the channel� The plate was heated by a
cylindrical WATLOW heater which was inserted in the plate �� mm below the
surface� The heater was �� mm long and had an outer diameter of �� mm�
It was able to supply up to a maximum heat density of ��� kW per m� of
rod� There was a no
heat zone of � mm on the upstream side and � mm
on the downstream side� The bottom and the sides of the copper plate were
insulated with glass wool� Five thermocouples were placed at di�erent axial
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positions in the center of the plate� Each thermocouple was located at � mm
below the surface� Another �ve thermocouples were positioned in the bulk
at axial positions corresponding to those in the plate as shown in �gure ����
A cross
section at one of the measuring points is shown in �gure ���� It also
shows how the copper plate was thermally isolated from the steel housing by
PTFE �Te�on� of thickness � mm�

Figure ���� Cross
section of measuring section showing arrangement of thermocouples
in the axial direction� Dimensions are in millimetres�

Figure ��	� Spanwise cross
section of measuring section showing position of heater
and thermocouple insert in the copper plate� Dimensions are in millimetres�

����� Experimental methods

A supersaturated solution of calcium sulfate was continuously pumped around
in the loop� The solution was made by mixing calcium nitrate tetrahydrate
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�Ca�NO��� � �H�O� and sodium sulfate �Na�SO��� These chemicals� obtained
fromMerck� were chosen because of the ease with which they dissolve in water�
When these two chemicals are separately dissolved in water and then mixed�
the following balanced equation results�

Ca�NO��� � �H�O �Na�SO�
�� CaSO� � �H�O � �NaNO� � �H�O� �����

Calcium sulfate is an inverse solubility salt while sodium nitrate is a normal
solubility salt� Under the stated conditions the solubility of calcium sulfate
would decrease towards the heated plate while that of sodium nitrate would
increase� Therefore only CaSO� � �H�O �gypsum� is expected to crystallize
and form deposits on the plate� Calcium sulfate is known to crystallize in three
phases� anhydrite �CaSO� �� hemihydrite

�
CaSO� �

�
�
H�O


and dihydrite or

gypsum �CaSO� � H�O�� These three phases have di�erent solubilities in
water as shown in �gure ���� reproduced from Amjad �������

Figure ���� Solubility curves for the three phases of calcium sulfate�

The solution was prepared by mass� For a given concentration of cal

cium sulfate equation ��� was used to calculate the required moles of solute
of Na�SO� and Ca�NO��� � �H�O� The calculated mass of each chemical was
then weighed using a Sauter scale� Thereafter the chemicals were separately
dissolved in � litre of demineralised water� The demineralised water used had
an electrical conductivity of ��� �S�cm at �� oC� the operating temperature
in the experimental setup� First Na�SO� solution was poured in a tank con

taining demineralised water weighing approximately �� kg� After thorough
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mixing with a stirrer Ca�NO��� solution was added to the tank� The solution
was stirred thoroughly for about a minute to ensure good mixing� Enough
water was then added to the tank until the scale reading was �� kg� The
density of the solution� at operating temperature� is ��� kg�m�� making the
volume of the solution approximately equal to �� litres�

The setup was �lled with the solution and the pump switched on� The
solution was circulated for about �� mins with the heater o�� This was done
so that dissolved and trapped air could �nd their way to the deaerators and
leave the system� Next the desired �ow rate was set by regulating the �ow
using a by
pass line and a valve placed at the outlet of the pump� Power
for the heater was switched on by setting the voltage regulator �variac� to
the required voltage� Next the valve for the cooling water was opened and
the desired cooling water �ow rate set� Finally the computer based data
acquisition system was started�

For each experiment the variables measured were the bulk and wall tem

peratures� solution conductivity� voltage and current of the heater� All the
temperatures were measured using the THERMOCOAX TK������D ther

mocouple of type K� The thermocouples were connected to a terminal block
and then to a personal computer� Workbench software by National Instru

ments was used as the acquisition software�

The change in concentration of the solution was monitored by measuring
the electrical conductivity of the solution� Electrical conductivity is a mea

sure of the total amount of ions present in a solution� The solution used had
four di�erent ions� Ca��� SO��

� � Na� and NO�

� � During the process of scal


ing� the amount of Ca�� and SO��
� ions decreased while those of the other

two remained constant� To determine CaSO� concentration from conductivity
measurements� a calibration was performed at di�erent supersaturation lev

els� The procedure involved making a solution at a certain supersaturation
and then gradually reducing the Ca�� and SO��

� ions while keeping the con


centration of Na� and NO�

� constant� At each step the solution conductivity
and its temperature were measured� The conductivity was measured with a
conductance cell which had a cell constant of ����� �S�cm� The conductance
cell was connected to a C��� conductivity metre� The conductivity metre
was connected to a computer for data logging� LabView was used for data
acquisition� The results of the calibration are shown in �gure ����

Electrical conductivity is a temperature dependent parameter� It increases
with increase in temperature due to the resulting increase in the ionic move

ment� This would result in the measured conductivity values changing with
temperature even though the actual ion concentration had not changed� To
account for these changes� a thermocouple was attached to the conductance
cell and the temperature measured was used to make corrections in the con

ductivity values�
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Figure ���� CaSO� solution concentration as a function of electrical conductivity�

Figure ���� Measured and corrected electrical conductivity� with corresponding
temperature� as function of time at Re � �	 ��� and initial bulk concentration
Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� �

After calibration� electrical conductivity can be used to measure the con

centration of an aqueous solution� The conductivity was continuously mea

sured and the results obtained are shown in �gure ��� In the �gure the
measured conductivity is plotted as a function of time together with the so

lution temperature for Re � �� ��� and Cb�init � ��� kg�m

�� As can be seen
in the �gure temperature changes have a huge in�uence on the values of the
conductivity� Temperature corrections are made and the corrected conductiv

ity is plotted along side the measured values� It can be seen that temperature
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correction removes the variations� The results show that the conductivity de

creases with time� The decrease is due to the reduction in the amount of total
ions� resulting from the Ca�� and SO��

� ions� These ions leave the solution
to form solid CaSO� � H�O �

����� Data reduction

The rate of deposition is determined by following the changes in the local
overall thermal resistance� With increase in time� a layer of deposit starts
forming on top of the heat transfer surface� As a result the thermal resistance
of the system is changed� The overall thermal resistance increases strongly
with increase in the amount of scale deposited� An equivalent thermal circuit
is set up between a point in the wall of the plate and a corresponding point
in the bulk �uid� The change in the overall thermal resistance is determined
from time dependent temperature measurements� In reducing the data it is
assumed that the problem is one
dimensional� At any measuring point the
following relationship holds�

Rf �

�
Tw � Tb

q��

�
t

�

�
Tw � Tb

q��

�
�

������

where Tw and Tb are the copper wall and bulk liquid temperatures respectively�
and q�� is the heat �ux� The subscript t and � denote conditions at any time
t and at time � � respectively� The terms on the right hand side represent the
overall resistance between the wall and the bulk �ow at the measuring positions
as shown in �gure ���� Equation ���� is used to calculate the resistance due
to the deposition of a scale layer on a surface� The resistance is calculated on
the assumption of constant heat �ux�

��� Results and discussions

The scaling experiments were performed at three di�erent Reynolds numbers�
Using the geometry of the test section� the applicable dimensionless numbers
were calculated and are given in table ���� The data shown in the table
correspond to an initial ��� degree of supersaturation and bulk temperature
of �� oC�

����� Temperatures

Figure ��� shows the bulk temperatures of the solution at di�erent positions
plotted as a function of time for Re � �� ��� and Cb�init � ��� kg�m

�� As can
be seen the bulk temperature was maintained at an average of �� oC� Slight
deviations are observed and these seem to be synchronized� The deviations
observed were traced back to �uctuations in the cooling water� The wall
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Table ���� Mass transfer coe�cients and associated dimensionless numbers for di�er

ent Reynolds numbers at position ��

Re Sc Sh � �m�s�

�� ��� �� �� ��� 	����

�� ��� �� �� ��� 	����

�� ��� �� ���� ��� 	����
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Figure ��� Bulk temperatures as a function of time at di�erent axial positions� with
Re � �	 ��� and initial bulk concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� �

temperature distribution at the start of the experiment is shown in �gure ����
The initial surface temperature� Tw�init� varies from � oC at position � to
�� oC at position �� The relatively low temperature at position � is due to
a combination of hydrodynamic entrance e�ects and the no
heat zone� The
no
heat zone is also the reason why the temperature at position � is lower
than that at position �� In the entrance region the heat transfer coe�cient is
very high leading to more heat being taken away from the plate� It is shown
later that the �nal thickness of the scale layer reproduces this initial wall
temperature pro�le� It should be noted that due to the assumption of constant
heat �ux and of constant heat transfer coe�cient the interface temperature
between the scale and the liquid is assumed to remain at the same temperature
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Figure ���� Initial plate temperatures at di�erent positions for di�erent Reynolds
numbers� with initial bulk concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and bulk temperature
Tb � �� oC�

�i�e� equal to the initial temperature� throughout the experiment�

����� Nucleation and the initial porous layer

In the initial stages of scaling� a nucleation front is observed to move from the
downstream side to the upstream side� Figure ��� gives a plot of the position
where the front is at a given time instant� The �gure is generated by noting
the time when the fouling resistance at a point becomes positive and remains
so for the rest of the experiment� The scaling front exists because crystals
forming on a heated plate start in regions where the temperature is highest�
In those regions the degree of supersaturation is high and� in accordance with
equation ��� the nucleation rate will be high� With time the accumulation
of crystals then spreads to regions not yet covered by the deposit� This is
observed in the fouling curves presented� The di�erences in the initial rates
of scaling can be explained by considering what happens when crystals are
beginning to form�

Initially the layer is very porous and appears on the surface in a non

uniform way as shown in �gure ����� Figure ���� shows pictures of the surface
of the plate at two di�erent time instants during an experiment� The pic

ture on the left shows the plate in the initial stage of scaling �well past the
nucleation phase�� Only portions of the plate are covered with scale �lighter
spots�� In the picture on the right� the entire surface is shown to be covered
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Figure ���� Delay time as a function of axial distance for di�erent experiments with
Re � �	 ���� Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�

with a scale layer� The scale can be viewed as being made up of �pillars� of
solid �CaSO� � �H�O� and �CaSO�� solution� as illustrated in �gure �����
Consequently the resistance calculated from the measured temperatures is a
combination of series and parallel resistances due to the solid �CaSO� ��H�O�
and �CaSO�� solution� The scale thickness� thermal conductivity and density
change all change with time� Since the pillars have di�erent thermal conduc

tivities� the �ow of heat will change and consequently the pillars will grow
at di�erent rates� most of the voids being �lled with crystals� For fouling
resistance calculations performed here� however� the density and the ther

mal conductivity are assumed to be constant� based on the density of solid
�CaSO� � �H�O� and �CaSO�� solution�
The idealization of the scale layer by pillars is used to estimate the density

and thermal conductivity of the scale layer� First we estimate the porosity
using area measurements of SEM pictures� Figure ��� in section ����� shows
a typical SEM picture� The picture is divided into small squares� The porosity
is taken as a ratio of squares covering voids to the total number of squares�
Form this method� porosity is estimated to be equal to ����
The density of the scale is given by�

�f � �s ��� �� � �l� ������

with �s the density of solid CaSO� � �H�O� �l the density of CaSO� solution
and � the porosity� With �s � ���� kg�m

�� �l � ��� kg�m
� and � � ���� the
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Figure ����� Crystals on the heated copper plate after �� hours �left� and after �
hours �right� with Re � �	 ���� Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�

Figure ����� Needle
like structures growing on a plate�

density of the scale layer is estimated to be �f � ��� kg�m
�� The thermal

conductivity is estimated by assuming that the solid CaSO� ��H�O and liquid
CaSO� form a parallel arrangement� With such an arrangement� the thermal
conductivity can be expressed as� Phelan and Niemann �������
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�f � �s ��� �� � �l� ������

with �s the thermal conductivity of solid CaSO� � �H�O and �l the thermal
conductivity of CaSO� solution� Substituting �s � ���� W�mK and �l �
���� W�mK in equation ���� gives �f � ��� W�mK�

����� Fouling resistances

Figure ���� shows the set of graphs obtained for the calculated resistances at
the �ve measuring points� The experiment was performed with Re � �� ����
initial Cb�init � ��� kg�m

� and Tb � ��
oC� Scrutiny of the curves reveal three

distinct regions� indicated in �gure ���� for measuring position � as A� B and
C� The three regions represent the stages associated with the scaling process�
Region A represents the nucleation period� region B the growth phase and
region C the asymptotic phase�

Figure ����� Fouling curves and bulk concentration as a function of time at di�erent
axial positions with Re � �	 ���� initial bulk concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and
bulk temperature Tb � �� oC� Stages A� B and C relate to measuring position ��

The �rst period starts when there is no scale on the plate and ends when
the plate contains enough nucleates to form a growing deposit� During this
period conditions favorable for scale formation are being established� This
period depends mainly on the surface condition of the plate� the degree of
supersaturation and the surface temperature� While the last two conditions
can easily be reproduced� maintaining the same surface quality for di�erent
experiments is extremely di�cult� This partly explains why it is di�cult to
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reproduce results for this phase� On the fouling time curve� the phase is
represented by two time periods� The �rst one is a time period where fouling
resistance is zero� This applies when the heat transfer surface is clean� In the
second region the fouling resistance is negative� This happens when nucleates
forming on the surface make the surface rough� As a result the rate of heat
transfer is enhanced and the wall temperatures decrease� Under the stated
conditions� the nucleation time is estimated to be equal to between � ��� to
� ��� mins �depending on position�� being the time the fouling curves start
rising�

The region covered by B shows that the fouling resistance increases with
time� During this period the thickness of the deposit layer increases as crystals
continue forming on the plate� The rate of growth is represented by the gradi

ent of the curves� The gradient is highest at the points � and � and lowest at
point �� At positions � and � both the rate constant� kr� and the driving force�
�Cb � Cs�� are higher� This is mainly due to the temperature of the liquid

solid interface which is assumed to be equal to the initial surface temperature
as shown in �gure ��� �for Re � �� ����� The rate constant increases with
temperature while the saturation concentration� Cs � decreases with temper

ature thereby increasing the driving force� Moreover the bulk concentration
decreases in time�

Finally there is a region in which the fouling resistance remains reasonably
constant� The decay in growth rate is for a small part caused by the decrease of
the bulk concentration� Cb� Another possible reason could be the reduction of
the interface temperature arising from a decrease in the surface heat �ux� The
surface heat �ux may reduce due to increased heat losses to the surroundings
as scales build up�

Included in �gure ���� is a plot of solution concentration as a function
of time� The concentration curve changes little during the induction period�
The small drop noted is probably due to the Ca�� and SO��

�
ions leaving

the solution as a result of nucleates forming on the plate� During the growth
period a distinctive decrease in concentration is noted� This occurs as the
process of crystallization reduces the Ca�� and SO��

� ions in the solution�

The rate constant is estimated by using the slopes of the fouling curves
shown in �gure ����� The slopes are calculated from �tted curves� Figure ����
shows the measured fouling resistance and the corresponding �tted curve at
point �� The slope used is for the solid line at time � �� Neglecting removal
e�ects� the rate constant can be obtained from equation ��� when expressed
as�

kr �
�f�f

dRf

dt

�Cb�int � Cs�
�

������

where
dRf

dt
is the slope of the fouling curve� Equation ���� holds when in equa


tion ��� Ci � Cb and� �f and �f are assumed to be constant� The condition
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Figure ���	� Fouling curve and �tted curve� at position �� as a function of time with
Re � �	 ���� initial bulk concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and bulk temperature
Tb � �� oC�

Ci � Cb is valid when the rate of mass transfer is very high�
The calculated values of kr are tabulated in table ���� Using the informa


tion in the table� kr is plotted against ��T as shown in �gure ����� Following
equation ����� the plotted rate constant values result in the expression�

kr � ���� exp

�
����

Ti

�
� ������

Also plotted in the �gure are values from experiments of Bohnet ������
and Krause ������ for constant heat �ux� The value of the rate constant
kr obtained from the present experiments is about half of that found by
Bohnet ������ and Krause ������� A possible reason for this may be that
in the experiments presented here� q�� was not constant� As will be shown
in the numerical results presented in section ����� q�� decreased as the scale
layer increased� The decrease in q�� was due to the increased heat losses to
the environment� If heat losses to the environment could be minimized then
the interface temperature� Ti would be higher� With a higher temperature it
follows from equation ���� that kr would also be higher�
It should be noted from tables ��� and ��� that at Re � �� ��� values of

kr�Cb � Cs� are lower than the values of �� This means that the process of
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Figure ����� Rate constant against �

T
for experiments with Re � �	 ����

Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� � Tb � ��oC�

scaling in this case is mainly controlled by surface reaction e�ects�

����� Final deposit thickness

For the case shown in �gure ���� deposit samples were removed from the plate
and their thicknesses were measured at di�erent points� The thicknesses were
measured with a micrometer� The results are shown in the �rst row of ta

ble ���� The second row of this table contains values of thicknesses that are
calculated using equations ��� and ���� The mass deposited per unit area is
calculated by numerically integrating equation ��� in time� The change in the
bulk concentration is accounted for by using the concentration calculated from
measured conductance values� Also included in the table are values of the foul

ing resistances calculated using equation ��� with the thermal conductivity
value taken as ��� W �mK �see equation ������ Despite the fact that the mea

sured thicknesses are higher than the calculated ones at every point� the two
sets of values show good agreement� When fouling resistances are considered�
the measured values are seen to be lower� This may be due to the fact that in
estimating the thicknesses and fouling resistances using equations ��� 
 ��� the
value used for the interface temperature is the wall temperature at the start of
the experiment� In practice� however� the �nal interface temperature is lower
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Table ���� Slopes and Rate Constants calculated from fouling curves presented in
�gure �����

Position Tw Cs

dRf

dt
kr

�oC� �kg�m�� �m�K��Ws�� �m���kgs��

� ���� ���� ��� x ���� ��� x ����

� ���� ���� �� x ���� ��� x ����

� ���� ���� ��� x ���� ��� x ����

� ���� ���� �� x ���� ��� x ����

than the initial temperature� By using a higher temperature� the rate constant
is over
predicted while the saturation concentration is under
predicted� This
would lead to the rate of deposition being over
predicted� In view of the many
estimations made in the scale properties� the fouling resistance values shown
in the table show remarkable agreement to those in the �gure� From a numer

ical study� whose results are presented in the next chapter� it appeared that
the heat �ux decreased for this situation by about ���� Therefore� the results
presented in table ��� and calculated from �gure ���� are underestimated by
a factor ��

Table ��	� Final deposit thickness and corresponding fouling resistances� with Re � �	
���� Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and Tb � �� oC�

Position � � � �

Measured thickness 
���mm ��� ��� ��� ���

Calculated thickness mm �us

ing equations ��� and ��� �

��� ��� ��� ���

Measured �nal fouling resis

tance � from �gure ���� �
	���� �m�K�W �

��� ��� ��� ���

Calculated fouling resistance
� from equation �� �	����

�m�K�W �

��� �� �� ���

In �gure ���� the �nal thickness of the scale layer is plotted� together with
the initial plate temperature� as a function of axial distance� It can be seen
that the thickness pro�le closely resembles the initial wall temperature� This
comes about because of the strong dependence of growth rate on the reaction
rate kr� which in turn is dependent on temperature �see equation ������
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Figure ����� Final deposit thickness as a function of axial distance� with Re � �	 ����
Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and Tb � �� oC� Also plotted is the initial plate temperature�

����� Deposit analysis

Figure ����� SEM picture showing arrangement of crystals �magni�cation x ����� with
Re � �	 ���� Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and Tb � �� oC�

Samples from scale deposits that formed on the plate were collected and
analysed using microscopic techniques� The morphology of the scale was stud

ied using the Scanning Electron Microscope �SEM�� A typical picture from
SEM analysis is given in �gure ���� The �gure shows a view of the scale
at the liquid
solid interface� The picture shows the scale to be porous and
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composed of crystals of various sizes� The porosity has been estimated to be
equal to ��� by area measurements as already explained in section ������

On average� however� the scale is dominated by prismatic habits� Prismatic
habits are characteristic of calcium sulfate dihydrate� That the scale layer
is made of calcium sulfate dihydrate was con�rmed from X
Ray Di�raction
�XRD� measurements� A spectrum obtained from XRD analysis of the sample
is shown in �gure ����� In this �gure two spectrum signals are shown� The
signal on top is from the sample examined while the one at the bottom is from
a standard calcium sulfate dihydrate sample� Most of the peaks in the bottom
�gure can be matched with dominant peaks in the upper �gure� From this
it can be concluded that the sample examined consisted mostly of calcium
sulfate dihydrate�

Figure ���� Results from XRD analysis of sample of scale �top� compared to a gypsum
standard �bottom��

����� Dependency on supersaturation

Experiments were carried out to study the in�uence of supersaturation on the
scaling process� While maintaining the other parameters constant� the bulk
concentration was varied� Figure ���� shows fouling curves for various initial
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Figure ����� Fouling curves� at thermocouple position �� for di�erent initial supersatu

rations ����Cs� ���Cs and ��Cs� with Re � �	 ��� and bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�

supersaturation levels �S � ���� �� and ����� The graphs show that there
is a strong dependence between the induction period and the degree of su

persaturation� At Cb�init � ���Cs� a rather long induction period of up to �
��� mins is observed� On the other hand� at Cb�init � ���Cs� the induction
period is almost non
existent� The reduction of the induction period at higher
supersaturation is mainly due to the increase in the rate of nucleation at high
supersaturation values as predicted by equation ���� Another reason for the
reduction in the induction period could be the high chances of bulk crystalliza

tion� both at the solution preparation stage and during start up� With bulk
crystallization taking place� particulate fouling also takes place� Particulate
fouling has no induction period and might be the dominant mechanism during
the initial stage of the experiment with ��� supersaturation�

In �gure ���� the uncertainty in the fouling resistance due to inaccuracies
in temperature and bulk concentration measurements are included in the form
of error bars for the case of Cb � ���Cs� Figure ���� also clearly shows that the
slope of the fouling resistance curve increases with increasing supersaturation�
Again this is to be expected� since the rate of crystal growth is proportional
to the square of the supersaturation� as can be seen from equation ��� with
n � ��

����� Dependency on velocity

The in�uence of �ow rate on scaling were investigated with experiments per

formed at di�erent velocities� ��� m�s� �� m�s and ��� m�s� corresponding
to Reynolds numbers of �� ���� �� ��� and �� ���� To ensure that only di�er
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ences in velocities were studied� the initial wall temperature at each point was
maintained constant for each of the experiments� By maintaining the initial
temperature distribution at a constant level� the rate constant� kr� and the
saturation concentration Cs were kept constant for the di�erent experiments�
To achieve this the heat input was adjusted so that the initial wall temperature
was equal to the temperatures shown in �gure ���� The fouling curves obtained
at point � for this set of experiments are shown in �gure ����� From this �gure
the induction period is observed to be directly proportional to the Reynolds
numbers� At low Reynolds numbers the boundary layer is large while �uid
shear is low� The large boundary layer provides a large source of ions thereby
increasing chances of embryo formation� The low �uid shear implies that the
minute particles that manage to form on the plate have a higher chance of
remaining there� This would lead to a reduction in the induction period�

Figure ����� Fouling resistances� at thermocouple position �� for di�erent Reynolds
numbers with initial bulk concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m��

It is further observed from �gure ���� that the rates of growth are indepen

dent of Re at �� ��� and �� ���� This is to be expected since growth of calcium
sulfate is controlled by a surface reaction mechanism as already pointed out in
section ����� and also by Ritter ������� At Re � �� ���� however� the rate of
growth decreases by about ���� Since the initial interface temperature is the
same as in the experiments at low Reynolds numbers� the rate constant does
not change� Therefore� the observed drop can not be attributed to changes in
the rate at which crystals are formed� A possible explanation for the drop in
the rate of deposit growth could be removal� The high shear stress at high
Reynolds numbers most likely makes removal of crystals from the scale layer
signi�cant�
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��� Concluding remarks

This chapter describes an experimental investigation of scaling on a heat trans

fer surface� The main parameters that a�ect scaling are surface temperature�
�ow velocity and degree of supersaturation� The crystallization of calcium
sulfate dihydrate on a �at plate has been studied focussing on how the main
parameters in�uence the overall process of scaling� These parameters are ex

amined regarding their in�uence on the stages of deposit formation� nucleation
and crystal growth� From the results presented it is deduced that places where
the temperature is high are favorable places for nucleate formation and hence
will act as initiation points� The rate of crystal growth increases with increas

ing surface temperature� It is also seen that the initial pro�le of the surface
temperature determines the �nal pro�le of the deposit thickness� The results
have shown that the induction period is reduced by lowering the �uid velocity
and by increasing the degree of supersaturation� On the other hand� results
have shown that the rate of scaling increased with increasing supersaturation�
The estimated growth rate constant is lower than those reported in literature�
Studying the deposits formed revealed that the scale was made up of an as

semblage of crystals of di�erent sizes� It can be concluded that scaling due to
CaSO� results in a non
uniform porous scale with a pro�le that reproduces
the initial surface temperature�



Chapter �

Validated numerical analysis

of CaSO� fouling

Abstract

In scaling experiments� formation of fouling layers on heat transfer surfaces
usually proceeds in a non�uniform manner� The result is a non�uniform layer
and hence varying thermal resistance over the area covered with scale� Con�
sequently� a non�uniform heat 
ux distribution results over the heat transfer
surface� To evaluate the changes in the heat 
ow distribution resulting from
a non�uniform scale layer� numerical calculations have been performed using
a case where CaSO� scales form on a heated copper plate subjected to a shear

ow� The calculated heat 
ux is used to adjust experimental fouling resistances
that had originally been computed using a constant heat 
ux� The results of the
calculations show that a non�uniform heat distribution occurs over the surface
when the plate is partially covered with scale� Further� it is seen that the heat

ux� the surface temperature and the driving force all decrease with increase in
scale accumulation� The decrease in heat 
ux is mostly due to increased heat
losses� Correcting fouling resistances with varying heat 
ux increases both the
rate of growth and the �nal values of Rf �

��� Introduction

Scaling� or crystallization fouling� is the accumulation of solid matter on a heat
transfer surface due to crystallization� In heat transfer equipment� scaling is
encountered when �uids �owing over heated surfaces have inverse solubility
salts dissolved in them� The solubility of these salts decrease with increasing
temperature� Under process conditions� the solubility limit may be exceeded

�The contents of this chapter have been submitted for publication in the Heat Transfer

Engineering Journal�
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leading to the formation of crystals on heated surfaces� Since the material of
the scale layer is usually of low thermal conductivity� its presence on a heat
transfer surface leads to a reduction in the e�ectiveness of the heat transfer
equipment� Further� �ow and thermal conditions prevailing in the system
coupled with the probabilistic nature of scale initiation may lead to a scale
layer developing in a non
uniform manner�

Lack of models to accurately predict the rate at which deposits form on
heat transfer surfaces makes scaling a nuisance to both designers and op

erators of heat exchange equipment� Designers need models that can help
them to calculate the size of heat transfer surfaces while operators can utilize
the models to accurately predict Mean Time Between Cleaning �MTBC�� In
the meantime designers have to rely on values like those published in TEMA
������ to accommodate scaling at the design stage� while operators turn to
experience as a guide in deciding when to shut down for cleaning� There is
no doubt as to the potential bene�ts of deriving good predictive models� To
develop such models knowledge of the fundamental processes and parameters
that a�ect scaling is required� Understanding the underlying physics of the
scaling process is a subject that is currently receiving a lot of attention from
researchers as shown in Hasson ������ and in chapter � of this thesis� Most
of the work is focussed on experimental work� In experiments� however� not
all required parameters can be measured� Parameters such as surface heat
�ux and surface temperature are di�cult to measure� Yet these parameters
are paramount to unraveling the complexity of scaling� The in�uence of these
parameters on scaling can be analysed by performing numerical simulations�

This chapter reports the simulation of scaling using simple models� The
numerical results were then used to make a better estimation of the exper

imentally determined fouling resistance as a function of time and position�
First the problem statement is given in section ���� This is followed in section
��� by a brief description of the nucleation and growth rate models� Then
in section ��� the numerical model is presented� The solution algorithm is
discussed in section ��� and the results are presented in section ��� Finally
some conclusions are drawn�

��� Problem statement

In scaling experiments� a commonly used approach is to measure changes in the
thermal system and estimate the thermal resistance arising from the presence
of a scale layer� Such an approach is realized by using a pair of thermocouples�
One thermocouple is suspended in the bulk while the second is placed in the
wall� very near to the surface� For such an arrangement the resistance of the
scale� Rf �x � at any position x is determined from�
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Figure ���� Heat �ux distribution on �a� a plate without a scale layer �b� a plate with
a developing scale layer�

Rf�x �

�
Tw�x � Tb�x

q��

�
t

�

�
Tw�x � Tb�x

q��

�
�

�����

where Tw �x and Tb�x are the wall and bulk temperatures respectively� and q ��

is the heat �ux� The subscripts t and � represent the conditions at present
time and initial time� respectively�
In experiments or numerical analyses� either the surface temperature or

the heat �ux is treated as constant� While this approach has improved our
perception of how scale layers grow� the in�uence of certain parameters on
the growth rate remain hidden� For instance when equation ��� is used with
constant heat �ux� an implicit assumption made is that the heat �ux is uniform
over the surface� This assumption would be justi�ed for a growing layer that
is uniform and compact� together with a �ow that is fully developed both
hydrodynamically and thermally� For such a scale� the surface heat �ux will
be uniform and can be represented as shown in �gure ����a�� In practice�
however� this appears di�cult to establish� For instance both Hasson ������
and Mwaba et al� ������ reported the observation of a growing layer of scaling
material that starts from the downstream side and moves upstream� This
behaviour was attributed to the higher surface temperatures expected on the
downstream side� The downstream side will have higher surface temperatures
due to a lower rate of convective heat transfer� In using equation ��� it is also
assumed that the local scale	�uid interface temperature is constant�
While experimental work on scaling has received a lot of attention� there

has been little work reported on numerical simulation of fouling on heat trans

fer surfaces� Seckler et al� ������ studied the in�uence of hydrodynamics
on precipitation and focussed on the crystal growth in the bulk� Kostoglou
et al� ������ considered pipe �ow of supersaturated solution of sparingly solu

ble salts� They formulated the problem by using population balance equations
in the solid phase and mass balance equations for ionic species� They then
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Figure ���� Arrangement of thermocouples �left� and cross
section of the problem
domain �right��

simulated bulk precipitation and scale formation on the pipe� In simulating
scale formation Kostoglou and Karabelas ������ included the axial variation of
bulk properties and of ionic and particulate deposition rates at the pipe wall�
This variation was attributed to the interaction between �uid dynamics and
physiochemical processes�

Recently Brahim et al� ������ reported work on the simulation of calcium
sulfate crystal growth on a �at surface� Their geometry consisted of a rect

angular annular channel whose inner wall was heated by an electrical heater�
They simulated formation of deposits using the deposition and removal rates
proposed by Krause ������� To account for the changes in the geometrical
cross
section occurring due to scale formation� they introduced what they
called a �ctitious crystal growth term� At each time step they calculated a
new �ow area and used it to determine the new value for the velocity� They
further suggested a procedure for calculating heat �ux distribution� In the
procedure� they �rst determined the minimum scale layer thickness and then
set up a proportionality relationship between the heat �ux and the thickness
of the scale over the surface� Heat �ux was taken to be inversely proportional
to the thickness of the scale layer� A thermal balance was then carried out�
equating the sum of the heat leaving the surface through each cell area to the
total heat supplied�

For the present work the problem investigated is related to the scaling
experiments performed with calcium sulfate� A detailed description of the
experimental setup has been presented in chapter �� The experimental setup
consisted of a rectangular channel through which a solution of CaSO� �owed�
The bottom part of the channel was made up of a copper plate and was heated
electrically� A pair of thermocouples� one in the bulk and the other in the
copper plate� were positioned at �ve di�erent axial locations� The numerical
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problem was formulated so as to represent the test section� whose cross section
is as shown in �gure ���� Due to symmetry about ABCDE only half the
geometry is shown� The computational domain is composed of four di�erent
materials� copper� glass wool� te�on and stainless steel� Our interest is on the
copper plate� above which a supersaturated solution of calcium sulfate �ows�
The plate had a width of �� mm and length of �� mm� The plate was heated
by an electrical heater whose center axis was positioned at a distance of ��
mm below the surface� The heater was supplied with constant electrical power�
The heater had portions that were not heated at either ends� The lengths of
the unheated zones were � mm on the upstream side and � mm on the other
side� The copper plate was insulated using glass wool� The thickness of the
glass wool was approximately � mm � Further� the copper plate was separated
from the stainless steel housing by a te�on strip� � mm in thickness� The
initial bulk concentration� the inlet velocity and the bulk temperature were
known� The task at hand was to predict the rate of deposit formation and to
calculate the heat �ux and surface temperature at the solid
liquid interface�

To simplify the problem� a number of assumptions were made� To begin
with the surface of the plate was assumed to be smooth� This enabled us
to use the published heat transfer coe�cient correlations for smooth surfaces�
Further� it was assumed that the presence of the scale deposit did not change
the �ow conditions� The probabilistic nature of the nucleation phase was
neglected� A simple model derived from experimental measurements was used
to track the movement of the nucleation front� In addition it was assumed
that the crystals formed were of the gypsum phase� The scale was assumed to
adhere very strongly to the plate� rendering the removal phase less important�

A three
dimensional conduction problem was formulated and solved using
the commercial software package CFX� The growth of scale layer was modelled
as a time
dependent resistance on top of the copper surface� The �uid was
represented by a heat transfer coe�cient� which varied axially due to thermal
entrance e�ects�

��� Models for nucleation and growth rates

The source of the crystals forming on a heated plate are the ions� originally
dissolved in the �owing �uid� Crystal formation takes place only when the
dissolved species are in a supersaturated state� Two kinetic processes� rate
of nucleation and rate of crystal growth� are involved in the deposition part
of scaling� Nucleation refers to the formation of minute particles� Various
types of nucleation have been identi�ed and a good review can be found in
Melia ������ When nucleates form on a foreign body it is referred to as
heterogeneous nucleation� It is this type of nucleation that occurs in heat
exchange systems� In general� heterogeneous nucleation on a foreign substrate
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can be calculated using equation ����
Scale formation has been observed to commence from the downstream end

moving towards the upstream end �see �gure ���b�� It can be postulated that
the front movement is driven by nucleation while the growth of crystals is
responsible for the increase in the thickness of the scale� A procedure used for
monitoring the movement of the nucleation front is now explained�
The stochastical nature of nucleation and the lack of accurate knowledge

of the many factors that in�uence initiation of nucleate formation makes it
di�cult to predict the position where nucleation will start� Data from ex

periments reported in chapter � have been used to formulate an expression
for use in monitoring the nucleation front� The experimental results showed
that growth of crystals started at di�erent times on the plate� Fouling curves
at �ve measuring points were considered and the time taken for each fouling
curve to cross the abscissa was taken as the end of the nucleation phase and
the start of the growth phase� The data collected from the selected experi

ments were presented in �gure ���� A linear pro�le was assumed to represent
the propagation of the front of the scale layer� The experiment we choose for
comparison with the simulation is experiment � represented by the �rst line
from the right� The equation used for predicting the nucleation front is�

xfront � ����	 ��
��t� ��� �����

where t is time in minutes�
Equation ��� was used to determine the time at which the growth phase

started at any point on the heated copper plate�
The process of nucleation is followed by crystal growth� Ions that reach

the solid
liquid interface undergo a series of steps before they are integrated
into the crystal lattice� Brice ����� has suggested that crystal growth occurs
possibly by direct ion incorporation into crystal lattice� surface nucleation and
particle agglomeration� In the simulation we consider direct ion incorporation
only�
Various models have been proposed to describe crystal growth� For in


stance Bohnet ������ has shown that the rate of mass deposited per unit area
of heat transfer surface due to crystallization� in the absence of removal� is�

dm�

dt
� �

�
	�
�

�
�
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�
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�

�
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�
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�
�
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�
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� �����

where � is the mass transfer coe�cient and kr is the rate constant�
The mass transfer coe�cient can be obtained from the Sherwood relation�

Shx � �����Re
���Sc����

�
� �

dh
x

�
�����
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with the Sherwood number de�ned as Sh � dh�
D
� where D is the di�usivity

of the ions and dh is the hydraulic diameter� In equation ���� the term in
brackets is included to account for entrance e�ects based on the guidelines
similar to those that are given for the heat transfer coe�cient� Welty ������
�see equations ��� and ������
The expression for the rate constant kr calculated from the experimental

results as explained in chapter � is�

kr � ���� exp

�
����

Ts

� �
m�

kg s

�
� �����

The saturation concentration is obtained from the solubility curve for gyp

sum as given in chapter �� By using curve �tting techniques on the solubility
curve for gypsum� an expression for the saturation concentration is obtained
as�

Cs�Ti� � ���	 �����Ti � ����
� � ��� 	 �����Ti � ����

�

��������Ti � ���� � ������ ����

where Ti is the temperature at the solid
liquid interface expressed in K �

��� Numerical model

����� Temperature model

Scaling is a very slow process� Changes in the thermal system arising from
scale formation are correspondingly slow� On the basis of this� temperature
changes in the solids can be treated as quasi steady� allowing the problem to
be handled as that of steady state conduction� Steady state conduction is
governed by the Laplace equation which can be expressed as�

��T

�x�
�
��T

�y�
�
��T

�z�
� �� �����

The heat �ux is given by Fourier�s law�

q�� � ��rT �����

where � is the material thermal conductivity and rT is the temperature gra

dient� The temperature gradient can be obtained from knowledge of the tem

perature distribution in the plate� To obtain the temperature distribution
equation ��� is solved subject to appropriate boundary conditions as given in
table ����
The heater was in contact with the copper plate on curve BCD � The

speci�cations of the heater indicated that the heating coils did not cover the
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Table ���� Boundary conditions used in the simulation�

Portion�with reference to �gure ��� Boundary condition

AB� DE� IJ� Front and Back Symmetry plane� dT
dn
� �

Curve BCD Heat �ux� q�� � �� kW �m�

EF� FG� GH and HI q�� � U �Tw � Tb�

JK� KL� LM� MN� NO and OA q�� � Ueff �Tw�air �Tb�air �

whole length of the heater� The lengths of the regions not covered by the heater
coils were given as � mm on the liquid �ow inlet and � mm on the other side�
The CaSO� solution was in contact with the test section on portions EF � FG �
GH � and HI � On these portions heat was transferred away from the surfaces
by convection� This was accounted for by specifying a Robin type boundary
condition� The heat transfer coe�cient was adjusted to accommodate entrance
e�ects� In Welty ������ the following guideline is proposed for use when
calculating the heat transfer coe�cient in short ducts�

Nux � �����Re
���Pr���

�
� �

�
dh
x

���	
�

�����

for � � x
dh

� ��� and

Nux � �����Re
���Pr���

�
� �

dh
x

�
������

for �� � x
dh

� ��

Equations ��� and ���� were originally developed to account for variable
velocity and temperature pro�les along the axis of �ow� This means that
they are not strictly valid for the problem under consideration since the �ow
is fully developed while the thermal boundary layer is still developing� No
expression was found in literature for a case with a fully developed velocity
boundary layer and a developing thermal boundary layer� Therefore� it was
decided to use the above expressions for this case� For the test section used�
the length
to
diameter ratio� L

dh
� was ����� However� both equations cannot be

used together over the entire plate since doing so introduces a discontinuity
at x

dh
� ��� The selection of the equation to apply in this case was made

on the basis of the initial surface temperatures� Initial surface temperatures
are important since they in�uence both the rate of nucleation and the rate
constant for crystallization� It was seen in the experimental results presented
in chapter � that the build
up of a fouling layer starts in the downstream region
of the heated plate ���� x

dh
������� To simulate the beginning of the scaling

process� accurate temperatures are needed in this region� Figure ��� shows
plots of the measured temperatures and of the temperatures calculated using
equations ��� and ����� It can be seen that the temperatures calculated with
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equation ���� show a better agreement with the measured values in the region
where fouling begins� Equation ���� is therefore selected and used over the
entire plate� In comparison to equation ��� using equation ���� over
predicts
the heat transfer coe�cients and under
predicts the surface temperatures for
the region x

dh
� ���
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Figure ��	� Measured and numerically calculated surface temperatures in the absence
of a scale layer�

The overall thermal resistance� 


Ux
� on the face where CaSO� solution was

�owing was made up of the sum of the convection resistance and the fouling
resistance�

�

Ux

�
�

hx
�Rf�x ������

where Ux is the overall heat transfer coe�cient at position x� To calculate
Rf �x � a scaling model was required� Details of the scaling model used are given
in section ������

Finally� JK � KL� LM � MN � NO and OA are considered� Here the copper
plate was covered with a � mm layer of glass wool as insulation� On the air
side� the glass wool was covered with a thin layer of aluminium foil� For these
regions the test section was in contact with air and the heat losses occurred
by a combination of natural convection and radiation� Heat loss due to each
mechanism was estimated� The total heat loss obtained was used to estimate
an equivalent heat transfer coe�cient to use in the Robin type boundary
condition on these surfaces� The value obtained is Ue� � � �� W �m�K�
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����� Scaling model

The process of scaling comprises two main mechanisms� deposition and re

moval� When only deposition is considered� scaling can be described by equa

tion ���� This is a modi�cation of the scaling model that was �rst proposed
by Bohnet ������� The model was modi�ed so as to be consistent with the
conditions of the experiments and also to be in line with the assumptions un

der which the calculations were made� A major modi�cation was the omission
of the removal component� This was based on the observations of the nature
of the scales formed� It was observed that the scales formed consisted of two
layers� a compact layer in contact with the hot plate and a porous layer on
the �uid side� The compact layer was relatively thick compared to the porous
layer� Further� it can be seen from the results presented in section ����� that
the rate of scaling is independent of Re for experiments performed between
�� ��� and �� ���� Consequently� removal is assumed to be insigni�cant under
the conditions of the study and hence the equation in Bohnet ������ �modi�ed
here and given as equation ���� is used to describe the mass deposited per time
step �t�

�m� �
dm�

dt
�t� ������

The fouling resistance change in each time step is calculated from�

�Rf �
�m�

�f�f
������

where �f is the density of the scale and �f is the thermal conductivity� Both
�f and �f are assumed to be constant with time� The physical and thermal
properties of the materials used are given in table ����

Table ���� Physical and thermal properties of materials present in the problem do

main�
Property Copper Glass Te�on Stainless Gypsum Scale

wool steel layer

�
�
kg�m�

�
���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���

� �W �mK � ��� ��� ��� �� ���� ���

��� Solution algorithm

The numerical calculations were performed using the commercial software
CFX version ���� a computational �uid dynamics package based on the �

nite volume method� Details of the �nite volume method can be found in
Versteeg ������� The �rst step in the �nite volume method is to subdivide the
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Table ��	� Number of control volumes in computational domain with nx the number
of control volumes in the �ow direction�

Block Number of divisions
nx ny nz

� �� � �

� �� � �

� �� �� �

� �� � �

� �� � �

 �� �� �

� �� � ��

� �� �� ��

� �� � �

�� �� �� �

�� �� � �

�� �� � �

domain into discrete control volumes� referred to as computational cells� The
governing equations are then integrated over these control volume yielding a
discretised set of equations� The nodal points are located at the centres of the
computational cells�

The domain was divided into �� blocks and each block was subdivided
into discrete control volumes as given in table ���� Thus the computational
domain was subdivided into a total of ������� cells� The arrangement of the
�� blocks is shown in �gure ��� together with a cross
section of the grid� The
steady
state conduction equation was solved with the boundary condition at
the copper surface� EF in �gure ���� being treated as time dependent� The
time dependency was needed to account for the changing fouling resistance
above the copper plate� The changing boundary condition was implemented
via Fortran user subroutines� The outline of the procedure is shown in �gure
����

On entering the subroutine the program �rst calculates the surface tem

perature� The surface temperature is taken to be the temperature at the solid

liquid interface� At time t � � � the copper surface is free of calcium sulfate
deposits and the surface temperature Ti is simply equal to the temperature of
the copper surface� The heat escaping through the surface is hindered only by
the convection resistance� At time t � the plate is partially covered with a layer
of calcium sulfate and Ti represents the temperature at the scale	liquid sur

face� The scale layer is not part of the computational domain since its presence
is incorporated in the overall heat transfer coe�cient as given in equation �����
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Figure ���� Cross
section of the problem domain showing blocks �left� and the com

putational grid �right��

In this case the program calculates the wall temperature� In view of this� Ti

requires special attention� The scale	liquid interface temperature is calculated
by setting up an energy balance between a position in the bulk and a position
on the copper surface� A one
dimensional heat �ow through the fouling layer
is assumed and the surface temperature is then given as�

Ti�x �
Tw�x �Rf�xhxTb�x
� �Rf�xhx

� ������

At every time step� the amount of mass deposited on each cell face is
calculated using equation ����� Next the resistance is calculated using equa

tion ����� The new value of Rf �x is then substituted in equation ���� to
calculate the overall heat transfer coe�cient for the new time step�

The decrease in bulk concentration is proportional to the amount of mass
that deposits on the plate� The total mass deposited in unit time is determined
by summing the mass deposited on each nodal face� This is then subtracted
from the mass of solute present in the bulk and a new value of the bulk
concentration is found from�

Cb�t��t� � Cb�t��
�

V

nX
i�


�m�

i�xi�yi ������
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Figure ���� Flowchart of the calculation procedure�

where V is the total volume of the calcium sulfate solution present in the
system� n is the number of cells on the surface and �x�y is the area of a
computational cell�

The procedure is repeated until the speci�ed time is attained�
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��� Results

Formation of deposits on a heat transfer surface may result in changes to
the heat �ux and surface temperature distributions� Deposit formation was
simulated by considering a CaSO� solution �owing over a heated copper plate�
Surface heat �ux and temperature distributions were then evaluated� The
results obtained now follow�

����� Numerical results
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Figure ���� Heat �ux �according to the model� as a function of axial distance at
di�erent time instants� with Re � �	 ��� and initial concentrationCb�init � 	�� kg�m��
Also included is the initial surface temperature of the copper plate�

Heat �ux has been calculated on the surface in contact with the �uid� In
�gure �� the surface heat �ux in the axial direction is shown for di�erent
time instants� Included in this �gure is the surface temperature before the
commencement of deposit formation� The thick solid line represents the heat
�ux when the plate is free of scale� Three regions can be identi�ed� The
�rst region is that of very high heat �ux� occurring at the beginning of the
plate� The high heat �ux here is due to the in�nitely high heat transfer
coe�cient at the beginning of the plate� Because of the high heat transfer
coe�cient in this region� and the no
heat zone in the �rst � mm� the surface
temperature is low� approaching the bulk temperature of the solution� The
second region is between points ��� and ���� In this region� the heat �ux is
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Figure ��� Surface heat �ux on the copper surface as a function of time at �ve
di�erent positions� with Re � �	 ��� and initial concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m��

relatively constant� Towards the end of the plate� the heat �ux starts dropping�
This is a consequence of the no
heat zone�

The non
solid lines represent the heat �ux distribution when the plate has
a scale layer on it� The dotted line shows a drop in the heat �ux after ��� m�
The part where a drop is observed corresponds with the region on the plate
that is covered by a scale layer� The heat �ux reduction observed is due to
the high resistance of the scale layer which tends to increase the heat losses to
the surroundings� A similar trend is observed with the other curves� The heat
�ux reduces where the scale deposits have formed� The last curve represents
conditions when the plate is fully covered with scale� Here the decrease of
heat �ux in the axial direction is gradual� In general� the surface heat �ux
decreases with increase in the scale layer thickness� The surface heat �ux
decreases because more heat is lost to the environment as scaling progresses�

In �gure ���� the heat �ux at di�erent positions is plotted as a function
of time� Initially� there is a portion where the heat �ux is relatively constant�
The regions with constant heat �ux are di�erent for the � points� The length
of the constant portion represents the time for which the plate is free of scale�
When scale formation begins� there is a sharp drop in the heat �ux� With time
the curves are seen to level o�� showing a decrease in the e�ect of the rate of
scale formation� It can also be seen that the di�erences in the values of the
heat �ux at di�erent positions decrease as more scale is formed� Further� it
is observed that more heat �ows out through regions with thinner scale layer
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thickness� It is also observed from these results that the �ux distribution tends
to be uniform when the entire plate is covered with scale�

Wall and Surface Temperatures
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Figure ���� Variation of temperature at the copper�scale interface over the period of
the simulation� with Re � �	 ��� and initial concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m��

Temperatures in the wall and on top of the scale have been calculated and
are given in �gures ��� and ���� The wall temperature is seen to increase with
time� increasing by about �� K over the period of the simulation� The surface
temperature� on the other hand� decreases with time� The drop in the surface
temperature� ranging from �� K to �� K at various positions� is a direct con

sequence of the decrease in the heat �ux� The surface temperature is the most
important temperature in as far as scaling is concerned� It is this temperature
that controls the rate of scaling through the rate constant and the saturation
concentration� The saturation concentration for an inverse solubility salt such
as CaSO� increases with decrease in temperature� Therefore a decrease in
the surface temperature will lead to a correspondingly decrease in the driving
force� �Cb � Cs��

The deposition process is driven by the di�erence in the bulk and satura

tion concentrations� In �gure ���� the local driving force at selected points is
plotted as a function of time� In general it is observed that the driving force
decreases with time� The decrease is a combination of the drop in bulk con

centration� Cb� and increase in saturation concentration� Cs� On places that
are covered with a scale layer� the surface temperature decreases leading to
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Figure ���� Variation of temperature at the scale�liquid interface as a function of
time over the period of the simulation� with Re � �	 ��� and initial concentration
Cb�init � 	�� kg�m��

an increase in the saturation concentration� With Cb being equal in the test
section at any time instant� the driving force is lower in regions covered by
scale� Bulk concentration decreases due to the deposition of mass on the plate�
The changes in the driving force over the plate are not uniform� This may
explain why the curves in �gure ���� are seen to cross at some points at about
the same time ����� mins� as the temperature curves cross in �gure ���� The
overall drop of the driving force is about ��� which leads to a drop in the
crystallization rate of ���� In accordance with equation ���� the rate constant
kr also decreases with a decrease in temperature� up to a maximum amount
of ����

Fouling resistance

The fouling resistances due to the developing scale have been calculated
and are plotted as a function of time in �gure ����� The curves are seen
to exhibit a falling rate� This means that the fouling resistance increases
continuously but at a progressively slower rate� The fouling rate decreases
over time due to the combined e�ect of the decrease in the driving force and
in the crystallization rate constant� Each curve starts at a di�erent time
period to re�ect the induction period� It can be seen from �gure ���� that
the initial slopes of the curves� which represent the rate of fouling� increases
in the downstream direction from position � to position �� This is expected in
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Figure ����� Changes in the driving force at di�erent positions as a function of time�
with Re � �	 ��� and bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�
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Figure ����� Fouling resistance as a function of time� with Re � �	 ���� initial con
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view of the initial temperature distribution on the copper	liquid interface as
shown in �gure ���
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Bulk concentration
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Figure ����� Variation of bulk concentration �measured and calculated �with � dif

ferent kr values�� as a function of time� with Re � �	 ���� initial concentration
Cb�init � 	�� kg�m� and bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�

In the numerical calculation the bulk concentration was calculated by sub

tracting the total amount of mass deposited from the amount of solute in the
solution� Figure ���� shows the time rate variation of bulk concentration plot

ted alongside the experimental values� The calculated values decrease at a
lower rate than the measured ones� At the end of the time period shown� the
bulk concentration in the experiments decreased by about ��� On the other
hand� the calculated values show a decrease of about ��� Three reasons could
be cited for this di�erence� First� in the experiments it was observed that
crystals formed not only on the copper plate but also on other parts forming
the wall of the system� The surface area available for scaling in the simula

tion was restricted to the copper plate� The second reason could be the high
probability of bulk crystallization which is also not taken into account in the
numerical calculations� Thirdly� the rate constant calculated in chapter � from
experimental data seems to be under
predicted by a factor � when compared
to values from literature� The reason for the di�erence in the rate constants
can be attributed to the way the heat �ux is used� The rate constant reported
in literature �Bohnet ������� Krause ������� was determined with a constant
heat �ux and the experimental arrangement used made it possible to maintain
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the heat �ux constant� In the case under consideration� the fouling resistance
is calculated on the assumption of constant heat �ux� However� for the test
section used in this work� the heat �ux decreased with time as has been shown
in the numerical results presented earlier in this chapter� The third reason
cited is probably the most important one since calculations done using the
rate constant obtained from the experiments of Bohnet ������ �plotted in �g

ure ����� show very good agreement with measured values�

Fouling resistance
To compare the measured and calculated fouling resistances� the measured

resistances �rst need to be adjusted� The measured fouling resistances are
corrected by using the calculated heat �ux instead of the constant �ux that
was originally used� Prior to making the adjustment� the rate constant is �rst
modi�ed� Using equation ��� as the starting point� subsequent substitutions
are performed till the value of the rate constant converges� The logic here is
that given equation ��� a heat �ux distribution can be calculated� This heat
�ux is used to calculate new values of the experimental fouling rates� A new
expression of kr is then be calculated using equation ����� The procedure is
repeated until the di�erence in the value of the calculated kr and that from
literature remains relatively constant� At convergence the di�erence in the
two values was less than ���� The �nal expression obtained is�

kr � ����� exp

�
����

Ti

� �
m�

kg s

�
� �����

Values of the rate constant given by equations ��� and ��� are plotted in
�gure ���� together with values obtained from literature� In the temperature
region of interest� equation ��� gives very good agreement with the values
from literature� Equation ��� is used in the scaling model to calculate the
varying heat �ux values used for correcting the measured fouling resistances�
The corrected fouling resistances are given in �gure ���� together with the
original resistances �based on constant heat �ux�� It can be observed from this
�gure that the adjusted curves show a higher rate of growth than the fouling
curves obtained with constant heat �ux� Further� the �nal values of Rf are
also higher� Considering point � as an example� the results show that after
making corrections to the experimental fouling resistances both the growth
rate and the �nal value of Rf show a three
fold increase� These increases may
be attributed to the variation of the heat �ux� which is initially high and then
decreases with time�
Figure ���� gives a comparison between the adjusted experimental values

and the numerically calculated fouling resistances� The rate of growth in the
two cases compare well for the initial stages of scaling� In the later stages�
however� the rate of growth for the experimental values is higher than that
of the calculated values� This may be due to the additional mass deposition
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arising from crystals that form in the bulk solution� It could also be due to
uncertainties in the heat losses to the surroundings and in the value of the
heat transfer coe�cient used� Figure ���� further shows that the numerically
calculated fouling resistance exhibit a decreasing growth rate� This is possibly
due to a decrease in the driving force� arising from a combination of a drop in
the surface temperature and a decrease of the bulk concentration� It is also
observed that the asymptotic values for the calculations would be reached
at higher values than those for the experiments� Omission of the removal
mechanism in the model is probably responsible for this behaviour�

��� Parameter variation

There are three primary parameters that in�uence the process of scaling�
These are surface temperature� �ow velocity and supersaturation� By varying
these parameters their in�uence on the fouling resistance was investigated�
Equation ��� is used as the starting point in parameter variation�

In�uence of rate constant

Surface temperature in�uences fouling through the saturation concentra

tion and through the rate constant� We focussed on how the rate constant
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a�ects fouling� The in�uence of rate constant on fouling was studied by vary

ing the pre
exponential constant� kro while keeping the Reynolds number con

stant� The simulation was run for three di�erent values of the pre
exponential
constant� kro� �kro and kro� with kro � ����� The results obtained when the
pre
exponential constant is varied are shown in �gure ���� The �gure shows
three di�erent fouling curves for each value of the rate constant� It is observed
that as the rate constant is increased� there is an increase in the rate of fouling�
When the rate constant is doubled� the fouling resistance increases by ����
A six
fold increase in kro results in a ���� increase in the fouling resistance�

In�uence of velocity

The in�uence of velocity on fouling resistance was studied by running sim

ulations at three di�erent Reynolds numbers �Re��� ���� �� ��� and �� ����
with the rate constant and the initial bulk concentration kept constant� To
keep the value of the rate constant unchanged� the initial surface temperature
was kept constant by adjusting the heat input� Secondary parameters associ

ated with �ow velocity are the mass transfer coe�cient� � and the heat transfer
coe�cient� h� The results obtained are shown in �gure ����� It can be seen
from this �gure that varying the velocity� or mass transfer coe�cient� does
not result in any signi�cant changes in the fouling resistance� The reason for
this is that the crystallization process of the salt �CaSO�� used is controlled
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by the rate constant rather than the mass transfer e�ects�

In�uence of supersaturation
The initial bulk concentration was used as a measure of supersaturation�

To study the in�uence of supersaturation on fouling resistance� the bulk con

centration was varied while the velocity and the rate constant remained un

changed� The rate constant was kept constant by maintaining the same initial
surface temperature� Maintaining the same initial surface temperature dis

tribution also kept the saturation concentration constant� Changing the bulk
concentration� therefore changed the level of supersaturation� The results of
changing the supersaturation are shown in �gure ����� Shown in this graph
are three curves at di�erent values of Cb�init � The results show that increasing
the level of supersaturation results in an increased rate of fouling�

��	 Conclusion

In this study� the in�uence of a developing scale layer on heat �ow distribution
was numerically investigated� A scale layer of CaSO� was simulated on a
copper plate and the temperatures and the surface heat �ux were computed�
From the results presented it is seen that a developing scale alters the heat
�ux distribution� decreasing the heat �ux on areas covered by scale� Further�
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a scale on top of a heat transfer surface leads to a decrease in the surface
temperature� When the varying heat �ux is used to calculate the fouling
resistances instead of the constant heat �ux it was observed that the fouling
rates increased� When the numerical results are compared with the adjusted
experimental results� the initial rate of scaling are seen to be in agreement�
On the basis of the above the following conclusions are made from this

study�

�� The non
uniformity of the heat �ux distribution is more pronounced
when the plate is only partially covered with a scale layer� This is because
more heat is lost to the surroundings in those regions where the plate is
covered with a scale layer� The rate of nucleation increases with increase
in temperature as discussed in chapter �� On the other hand equation
��� shows that the lower the initial surface temperature is� the longer
it takes for a given amount of nuclei to form� Therefore the probability
of nucleates forming on areas with higher temperature will be higher�
Consequently more nucleates will thus form �rst on the downstream
side and with time a nucleation front is seen to move upstream�

�� The surface temperature decreases with increasing scale thickness and
consequently leads to a reduction in the driving force for crystallization�
The decrease in the surface temperature occurs due to increased heat
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losses� The reduction in the driving force due to a decrease in tempera

ture is consistent with crystallization theory as presented in chapter ��
The growth rate depends on the rate constant which in turn is a function
of temperature �see equation ������ Further� for CaSO� the decrease in
temperature increases the saturation concentration Cs� The combined
e�ect is a reduction in the rate of growth� The drop in the interface
temperature could also explain the asymptotic behaviour observed in
the experiments at Re � �� ��� and Re � �� ���� As explained in sec

tion ������ removal is not important under these conditions and yet the
fouling curves exhibited asymptotic behaviour�

�� The e�ect of using a constant heat �ux instead of a varying heat �ux
in determining experimental fouling resistances is that the growth rate
is under predicted� The under
prediction of the growth rate occurs due
to the resulting under
prediction in the rate constant� When a compar

ison is made between the numerical calculations obtained using the kr
determined from the experiments reported in this research and the kr
reported in literature� it is observed that the latter gives good agreement
with experiments� The kr from this research is improved by carrying out
repeated substitutions as explained in section ���� The scaling growth
rates calculated using the improved value of kr compares very well with
the rate obtained from experiments� It is therefore deduced that the rate
constant plays a pivotal role in determining crystallization fouling�

�� It is observed that increased heat losses to the surrounding contributed
greatly to the under
prediction of the rate constant� Consequently� par

ticular attention should be paid to minimizing heat losses when designing
experimental setups for fouling investigations

In conclusion it can be said that the numerical model presented can be used
to investigate crystallization fouling in heat exchangers� It o�ers possibilities
to study the in�uence of both geometrical and physical parameters�



Chapter �

Scaling experiments in the

presence of particles

Abstract

In this chapter we present experiments performed to study how particles in�

uence the scaling process� Particles of di	erent materials �borosilicate glass�
aluminium oxide and iron oxide� and sizes ��� �� �� and �� �m� were added
to a CaSO� solution 
owing over a heated plate� Results obtained show that
the presence of particles change some aspects of the crystallization process�
Further� it is observed that when particles are added after growth has already
began� the rate of scaling drops by a factor of up to �� It is also shown that
in some cases the in
uence of particles on scaling depends on the Reynolds
number�

��� Introduction

Fouling mechanisms that are responsible for deposit formation on heat trans

fer surfaces were described in chapter �� A close examination of these mecha

nisms shows that crystallization and particulate fouling together account for
over ��� of the fouling problems encountered in industry� Steinhagen �������
Deposit formation on heat transfer surfaces arising from the combined e�ect of
crystallization fouling �scaling� and particulate fouling require some attention�
This is because the probability of foreign particles being present in process �u

ids is extremely high� Understanding the manner in which particles in�uence
the scaling process is therefore of great importance� especially for those with
an interest in designing mitigating strategies� In this chapter� experiments to
study the in�uence of particles on crystallization fouling are presented�
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��� Previous work

����� Experimental

Several researchers have reported results showing that foreign particles sus

pended in �uids �owing over heat transfer surfaces have an in�uence on the
scaling process� A foreign particle here is used to refer to any solid matter
present in a solution containing species that can crystallize� Published results
show that in some cases the presence of particles reduce scaling while in other
situations scaling is enhanced� Mwaba et al� ������� The physics behind this
phenomenon is not yet fully understood� Bansal et al� ������ investigated
the in�uence of foreign particles on the crystallization of calcium sulfate� us

ing two di�erent types of particles� calcium sulfate �CaSO� � and aluminium
oxide �Al�O� �� With CaSO� particles �concentration ��
�� g�m� and mean
diameter ��
�� �m� present in the �ow� they reported an increase in the rate
of crystallization of about ���� Aluminum oxide particles produced an op

posite e�ect� Using particles of size � �m and concentration �� g�m� � the
results showed a reduction in the rate of deposit formation of up to ��� in a
period of about � hours� The explanation o�ered by Bansal et al� ������ is
that the deposition of CaSO� particles enhances the scaling rate by creating
extra nucleation sites for crystal growth� For Al�O� particles it was explained
that these particles were likely to settle on the growth faces of the calcium
sulfate crystals and therefore act as distorting agents� Furthermore� it was
suggested that Al�O� particles attach loosely to the heat transfer surface and
any CaSO� crystals that grow on these particles are removed easily�

In another investigation� Middis et al� ������ studied the in�uence of
wood pulp �bres on the crystallization of calcium sulfate� Using �bres with
an average length of � mm and an average diameter of about �� �m� they
observed a signi�cant reduction in the rate of crystallization� Three reasons
were given to explain the observed decrease in the rate of scaling� The �rst
reason was that the presence of wood �bres in the �ow provided an alternative
surface for crystallization� thus reducing the number of crystals forming on the
heated surface� The second reason advanced is that the wood �bres dislodged
crystals from the surface by physical abrasion� hence slowing down the rate of
mass accumulation on the wall� Thirdly� it was suggested that the damping
e�ects of the �bres on the turbulent eddies reduced the rate of mass transfer
of ions to the heated surface�

Hasson and Zahavi ������ studied the e�ect of �ltration on CaSO� scale
deposition� They installed a �� �m cellulose cartridge �lter before the heated
section� making sure that particles above �� �m did not enter the test section�
The experiments were performed with Reynolds numbers between �� ��� and
�� ���� The results from those experiments where �ltration was done showed a
decrease in the nucleation rate� Overall� the total amounts of deposits formed
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with solution �ltration decreased by a factor of � to �� In the study of Bram�
son et al� ������ a much larger decrease was reported� In their investigation
they passed a CaSO� solution containing ��� kg�m

� of gypsum particles over
a steam heated surface� The particles were mostly � to �� �m long and the
�uid �ow velocity was � m�s� On comparison it was found that the scale
deposition dropped by a factor of between �� and �� for experiments without
particles�

����� Models

The manner in which particles in�uence scaling depends on several factors�
such as size� type of material� concentration� density and thermal conductiv

ity� The interactions between various fouling mechanisms is complex� This
complexity coupled with lack of physical understanding on some aspects of
the fouling process makes development of predictive models a daunting task�
Recently� however� Sheikholeslami ������ proposed a model to predict the net
rate of mass deposition for combined particulate fouling and precipitation of
calcium sulfate� The model is formulated on the assumption that calcium sul

fate crystallization occurs by simultaneous actions of precipitation and particle
deposition� Thus� like in studies cited above� the fouling considered is that
due to the presence of solid CaSO� in the system�

��� Experiments

Experiments were performed in order to investigate the in�uence of parti

cles on the scaling process� The experiments were done with calcium sulfate
solution as the experimental �uid� The experimental set
up used for the in

vestigations has been described in chapter �� The test section consisted of a
rectangular channel whose bottom was made of a copper plate� The copper
plate was heated from the bottom by an electrical heater� In this investigation
the in�uence of particles on the scaling process was studied focusing on the
in�uence of the type of particle material� the size of particles and the �uid �ow
velocity on the process of scaling� Three types of materials were used� borosili

cate glass� aluminium oxide �Al�O�� and iron oxide �Fe�O��� The borosilicate
glass particles were of spherical shape� with bulk density ���� kg�m� and
mean diameter �� �m� The mean diameter of the iron oxide particles was
� �m and density ���� kg�m�� The aluminium oxide particles used were in
two sizes� � �m and �� �m� The density of Al�O� particles is ���� kg�m

��
For the aluminium oxide particles with particle size �� �m the experiments
were performed at two di�erent Reynolds numbers� �� ��� and �� ���� Bulk
temperature was always maintained at �� oC while initial concentration for
CaSO� was � kg�m

�� Initial particle concentration was ��� kg�m��
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The transport behaviour of the particles in a �owing CaSO� is determined
using methods presented in chapter �� The dimensionless particle relaxation
times of the particles are calculated and tabulated in table ���

Table ���� Properties and relaxation times of particles used in the experiments�

Aluminium Iron oxide Borosilicate Aluminium
oxide glass oxide

dp ��m� � � �� ��

�p �kg�m
�� �� ��� ���� �� ��� �� ���


p ��� 	 ���� �� 	 ���� ��� 	 ���� ��� 	 ����


�p ����� ���� ���� ���

The transport regime of the particles in a �owing �uid is determined by
the parameter 
�p � For 


�

p � ���� transport of particles is by di�usion� The
values presented in table �� indicate that all the particles used� with the
exception of the alumina with dp � �� �m� fall in the di�usion regime� The
�� �m alumina particles fall in the inertia regime since its particle relaxation
time is greater than ��� but less than ���

����� Methodology

A supersaturated solution of CaSO� was used as the experimental �uid� The
preparation of the CaSO� solution� the �lling of the experimental set
up with
the solution and the initial steps taken to prepare for measurements have
been described in chapter �� With particles special attention was paid to the
preparation of the particles into a suspension� In order to minimize parti

cle coagulation it is important to have a suspension in which particles are
highly dispersed in the suspension medium� CaSO� solution was used as the
suspension medium� The required amount of particles was measured with an
analytical balance and then added to a volumetric �ask� half of which was �lled
with the suspension medium� The contents of the �ask were then thoroughly
stirred using a magnetic stirrer� During the stirring process the temperature
of the sample was maintained at a value equivalent to the bulk temperature
prevailing in the experiment�

Just before starting the measurements� a particle suspension prepared as
described above was added to the system� The suspension was added to the
system through the highest point� labeled as concentration measurement point
in �gure ���� After a few minutes the colour of the �uid in the test section was
observed to change� indicating the presence of particles suspended in it� The
change in colour was used as a signal to start the measurements� The wall
and bulk temperatures were measured using thermocouples of type K� The
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voltage and current of the electrical heater were measured with a digital mul

timeter� A �ow meter was used to measure the �ow rate� In addition particle
concentration was measured at di�erent times during the experiment� Particle
concentration was measured by �ltration� A sample of the experimental �uid
was taken from the system and a known volume of that sample was passed
through a Fisher �lter paper having a pore size of ��� �m� Before being used
the �lter paper was �rst dried in an oven and then weighed� After �ltering the
�lter paper together with its contents was dried in the oven and then weighed
again� The mass of particles was given by the di�erence in the weights of the
�lter paper before and after �ltration� The mass of particles was measured
using an analytical balance� with an uncertainty of ����� The accuracy of
the volume measurements is in the order of ��� Thus the uncertainty in the
particle concentration measurements is in the order of ���

��� Results

����� Particle concentration

Particles that are added to the system at the start of the experiment diminish
with time� The decrease is due to particles leaving the bulk and depositing on
walls of the system� Measurements were performed to determine the amount of
particles in the system as described in the preceding section� Figure �� shows
results of changes in particle concentration for an experiment with borosilicate
glass� The concentration of borosilicate glass drops by over ��� in ��� mins�

Figure ���� Changes in concentration of borosilicate glass particles in CaSO� solution
with Re � �	 ���� initial solution concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m�� initial particle
concentration Cpb�init � ��� kg�m�� bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�
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����� In	uence of di�erent types of particles

The in�uence of di�erent types of particles on the scaling process was studied
by using three types of materials� The materials used were aluminium oxide�
borosilicate glass and iron oxide� The diameter of the particles change from ��
�� and � �m� The fouling resistances are calculated as explained in chapter ��
assuming a constant heat �ux� The fouling curves obtained for the three
di�erent cases are shown in �gures ��� �� and ���

Figure ���� Fouling resistances as a function of time with CaSO� solution in the
presence � �m alumina particles with Re � �	 ���� initial solution concentration
Cb�init � 	�� kg�m�� initial particle concentration Cpb�init � ��� kg�m�� bulk tem

perature Tb � �� oC� Also shown is plot of particle concentration as a function of
time�

Aluminium oxide particles with mean diameter � �m are added to the cal

cium sulfate solution at two time instants� at the start of the experiment and
at time � ��� mins� The fouling curves obtained for this case are shown in
�gure ��� Also plotted in this �gure is the change with time of the particle
concentration� From this �gure it is observed that the fouling curves start in

creasing immediately after the measurements are started� Further the fouling
resistance is the same for all points in the initial stages� The equality in the
fouling resistances is an indication of a uniform layer over the measurement
region� During this period� deposition is most likely due to Al�O� particles�
This is evident from the sharp drop in the particle concentration as seen in
�gure ��� In about ��� mins� the amount of particles in the bulk drops by
over ���� Beyond this time there follows a time when the fouling resistance
remains constant at point �� This behaviour is observed for up to approxi

mately ���� mins� During this time period the fouling resistance decreases at
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the remaining points�

At about ��� minsmore particles of Al�O� are added� The rate of growth
drops at all positions� The rate of growth before and after addition of more
particles is determined from the slopes of the curves and the results are shown
in table ��� The values in the table show that the rate of growth drops by
factors ranging from � at point � to � at point ��

Table ���� Thermal fouling rates in the presence of � �m Al�O� particles�

Position � � � � �

Initial 	���� �m�K�Ws� �� �� �� �� ��

Before adding more particles
	���� �m�K�Ws� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

After adding more particles
	���� �m�K�Ws� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

By adding the particles we introduce additional particulate fouling in the
system� Particles of Al�O� deposit on the scale layer and cover some of the
growth sites� This will reduce the surface at which crystallization takes place
and as a consequence slow down the rate of crystallization� While deposition
of Al�O� particles on the scale layer increases the deposit thickness� the fouling
curves in �gure �� show a decrease in the rate of fouling at all points� This
could be attributed to the apparent increase in the e�ective thermal conduc

tivity of the deposit layer� The thermal conductivity of the Al�O� particles
is �� W�mK� A rough estimate of the change in the thermal conductivity of
the deposit layer can be made using models from the �eld of composites� For
spherical inclusions in a continuous solid phase� Maxwell�s derivation for the
e�ective thermal conductivity of the composite is given as� Bird et� al� �������

�eff
�o

� � �
���

�����o
����o

� ��
����

where �o is the thermal conductivity of the continuous phase� �
 is the ther

mal conductivity of the embedded phase and �� is the volume fraction of the
embedded material� Here CaSO� solid is the continuous phase in which the
Al�O� particles are embedded�

Assuming that Al�O� occupies ��� of the total volume of the scale layer�
then equation �� gives an increase in the scale thermal conductivity of about
���� Therefore� foreign particles with high thermal conductivity values could
lead to a decrease in the overall fouling rate when embedded in a scale layer�

Figure �� shows the fouling curves obtained for calcium sulfate fouling in
the presence of borosilicate particles� The particles are added at the beginning
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Figure ��	� Fouling resistances as a function of time with CaSO� solution in the
presence of �� �m borosilicate glass particles with Re � �	 ���� initial solution con

centration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m�� initial particle concentration Cpb�init � ��� kg�m��
bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�

of the experiment� There are three regions that can be identi�ed� The �rst
region covers the time period up to ��� mins� Here it is observed that the
fouling resistances are equal� Another noticeable thing is that the onset of
growth seems to start at the same time for all positions� The behaviour of the
fouling resistance increasing immediately is typical of particulate fouling� In
this case particulate fouling is due to the glass particles� Moreover� the fact
that resistances at all points are equal suggest that the heated plate is covered
with a uniform layer of particles� After the �rst ��� mins particulate fouling
gives way to crystallization� A time period follows where the fouling resis

tance is either constant or drops slightly� This period lasts up to ���� mins�
In this region nucleation is dominant� As can be seen from the graph� point
� maintains a constant fouling resistance while at other points the resistance
decreases� The behaviour observed in this region is consistent with what is
observed in experiments without particles that are presented in chapter ��
Formation of nucleates begins downstream� Hence there is no change in resis

tance at point �� which is located upstream� The third region is the growth
phase and here the fouling resistances increase with time at all the points� At
the end of the experiment the layer obtained was very compact and proved
di�cult to remove�

In Figure �� the fouling resistance curves are shown for the case where
iron oxide �Fe�O�� particles were added to the system� Fe�O� particles were
added at two time instants� at the start of the experiments and at ��� mins�
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Figure ���� Fouling resistances as a function of time with CaSO� solution in the
presence of � �m Fe�O� particles with Re � �	 ���� initial solution concentration
Cb�init � 	�� kg�m�� initial particle concentration Cpb�init � ��� kg�m�� bulk temper

ature Tb � �� oC�

The fouling resistance starts increasing immediately with no induction period�
This trend continues almost at the same rate such that it is impossible to
detect when particulate fouling gives way to crystallization fouling� When
more particles are added at approximately ��� mins� the fouling resistance
�rst drops and then continues rising at a lower rate than before for the down

stream positions� The slopes of the fouling curves before and after addition
of more particles are shown in table ��� The rate of growth drops on average
by a factor of �� The observed drop could either be due to a decrease in the
porosity of the scale or due to the increase in the e�ective thermal conductivity
of the scale� It is unlikely that Fe�O� will act to block crystallization sites� In
�gures �� and �� the transition from particulate dominated to crystallization
dominated deposition can be seen in the fouling curves� No such transition is
visible in �gure ��� It therefore appears that Fe�O� blends in so well with
CaSO� that it can be considered as particles of the same type� Therefore
Fe�O� particles likely provide sites where growth could take place�

����� Comparison of CaSO� scaling with and without particles

Figure �� shows two fouling curves at the same position but for two di�erent
conditions� One is from experiments with particles while the other is without
particles� Particles used are Al�O� with particle mean size equal to �� �m�
During the initial stages there appears to be no di�erence in the two curves�
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Table ��	� Thermal fouling rates in the presence of � �m Fe�O� particles�

Position � � � � �

Initial
	���� �m�K�Ws� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

After adding more particles
	���� �m�K�Ws� ��� ���� ��� ��� ���

Figure ���� Fouling curves with and without �� �m alumina particles at position �
with Re � �	 ���� initial solution concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m�� initial particle
concentration Cpb�init � ��� kg�m�� bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�

However� it can be seen that growth commences early for the experiment
with particles� This may occur since particles that are on the plate reduce
the energy of activation needed to form a new surface� Therefore the rate
of nucleation increases� consequently reducing the induction period� This is
con�rmed by the same induction time that occurred with the � �m Al�O�

particles� When we look at the growth rate� it can be seen that the rate of
growth is the same for both curves� This probably happens because particles
are only present in the system at the beginning of the experiment� Once all the
particles have been removed out of suspension� then crystallization becomes
the only mechanism for deposition� Removal is also less important as was
shown in chapter � for experiments with Re � �� ����

When the Reynolds number is increased we obtain di�erent results� In
�gure � fouling curves are shown for position � at Re � �� ���� Like in
the previous case the induction period is reduced when particles are present�
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Table ���� Thermal fouling rates in the presence of �� �m alumina for position ��

Re
dRf

dt
�m�K�Ws�

With Without

�� ��� ��� 	���� ���� 	����

�� ��� ���� 	���� ���� 	����

In this case� however� the di�erences are observed even in the growth phase�
The rate of growth for the case with particles is higher than that without
particles as shown in table ��� A probable explanation is that with particles
the interaction is such that a very compact deposit layer is obtained� This
tends to make removal ine�ective�

Figure ���� Fouling curves with and without �� �m alumina particles at position �
with Re � 	� ���� initial solution concentration Cb�init � 	�� kg�m�� initial particle
concentration Cpb�init � ��� kg�m�� bulk temperature Tb � �� oC�

��� Concluding remarks

Experiments to study the in�uence of foreign particles on the rate of scaling
have been presented� The study was limited to three types of particles and the
experiments were performed at two Reynolds numbers� Adding particles to a
crystallization system a�ects nucleation and growth rates� For the conditions
of the experiments� it has been shown that when particles are present in the
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system� the induction period reduces� This is in agreement with the theory
on nucleation as presented in section ������ Particles deposit �rst on the
plate� making the plate rough� This reduces the overall excess free energy
�see equation ��� and ���� making it easier for nucleates to form� It has
also been observed that when particles are added while growth is already in
progress� the rate of scaling drops by a factor �� This could be due to blockage
of growth sites or to enhanced removal� Another reason could be the increase
in the thermal conductivity of the layer as predicted by equation ���
The results presented in this chapter show that particles have an in�uence

on the rate of scaling� the manner of in�uence dependent on several factors
such as size� shape and surface quality of the foreign particles� Unraveling
the role played by these factors requires experiments dedicated to each of the
identi�ed factors�



Chapter �

Preliminary experiments with

industrial �uids

Abstract

Fouling experiments performed using real industrial 
uids are presented in this
chapter� A large experimental facility was designed to handle industrial 
uids
at conditions similar to those in a sugar factory� The experiments were run
at Reynolds numbers �� ���� ��� ��� and �� ���� Fouling was observed only
at �� ����

��� Introduction

In chapter � some deposit samples collected from juice and syrup heaters
were examined� Further� examination of the process �uid revealed presence
of particles with sizes varying over a wide range� It would be interesting to
know the in�uence of operating conditions on the rate of deposit formation
in the sugar factory� In the factory it is impractical to vary the operating
conditions prevailing during the formation of the deposits� It was therefore
decided to design and build an experimental set
up in which the process of
deposit formation could be studied under controlled �ow and heat conditions
using real industrial �uids from the sugar factory� The experimental facility
designed is installed in the University of Zambia laboratories� The design of
the experimental set
up and the experiments performed are now described�
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��� Design of experimental set�up

����� Demands

One of the key requirements of the experiments was that the experiments be
performed at similar conditions as those prevailing in the factory� To achieve
this it was decided to perform the experiments with the actual �uid that �ows
in the heat exchange system being investigated� The thermal and hydraulic
conditions should as far as possible be representative of those present in the
industrial equipment� Furthermore� the test section should be constructed
of the same material as for the exchanger of interest� To satisfy the above
demands� speci�cations for the juice heaters were obtained from Zambia Sugar
Company� The company further provided operational conditions that apply
to the juice heaters� The information supplied is shown in table ���� On the
basis of the supplied information it was decided to design a double pipe heat
exchanger� with the inner tube representing a single tube in a typical juice
heater�

Table ��� Operational and material data supplied by the Zambia sugar factory�

Juice inlet temperature �� oC

Juice outlet temperature ��� oC

Juice velocity ��� 
 ��� m�s

Inner tube diameter ���� mm

Tube thickness �� mm

����� Description of the experimental set
up

The experimental facility used for the experiments is schematically shown in
�gure ���� It consists of an open tank� a centrifugal pump� an ori�ce� a double

pipe heat exchanger� a shell and tube heat exchanger� a condensate dump and
a steam
generating boiler� The tank has a maximum capacity of ���� litres
and is used as a reservoir for the experimental �uid� The centrifugal pump
provides the energy required to circulate the �uid through the experimental
loop� The ori�ce� �� mm in diameter and made of brass� is used for measuring
the mass �ow rate� A U
tube manometer is connected across the ori�ce to
facilitate measurement of pressure drop� The double pipe heat exchanger is
the test section as this is where the parameters of interest are measured� The
inner pipe is made of stainless steel with �� mm inner diameter and � mm
thickness� The total length of the pipe is ��� m� The outer pipe has an inner
diameter of �� mm and outer diameter of ��� mm� and is made of stainless
steel� The experimental �uid �ows inside the inner pipe while steam �ows
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on the shell side� A cross
section of the double pipe heat exchanger can be
seen in �gure ���� For cooling of the juice a shell and tube heat exchanger
is used� The shell inner diameter is �� mm and �tted into it is a bundle of
copper U
tubes� each with inner diameter of �� mm� Here the experimental
�uid �ows inside the tubes while cold water �ows on the shell side� A fuel

�red boiler generates steam which is transported to the measuring section
through a �� mm stainless steel pipe� Since the steam generated in the boiler
is at a much higher pressure than that permitted in the measuring section� a
pressure reduction valve is installed on the steam line� As a safety precaution
a pressure relief valve is also installed� The steam
condensate coming out of
the test section is disposed o� through a condensate dump�

Figure ��� Schematic drawing of experimental facility used for experiments with
industrial �uids�

��� Methods

Limed juice was used as the experimental �uid� Limed juice is the process �uid
that has undergone a liming process� This juice was provided by Zambia Sugar
factory� The juice was extracted from the factory process line after undergoing
two basic treatments� primary heating and addition of calcium hydroxide �milk
of lime�� It was delivered to the laboratory at a temperature of about �� oC
and a pH of ���� The distance between the location of the sugar factory and
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Figure ��� Cross
section of the double pipe heat exchanger used for experiments with
industrial �uids�

where the experiments were performed is �� km and transportation of the
�uid takes about ��� hours� Approximately ��� litres of juice was used for
each experiment� The experimental procedure involved pumping the juice
through the experimental loop continuously for about � hours� The duration
of the experiment was selected from a consideration of the shelf
life of the
juice� In general juice has a very short life span and beyond � hours chances
of fermentation become extremely high� Hugot ������ In the test section
heat was supplied by steam �owing in a counter �ow direction to that of the
juice� After the test section the juice was cooled with water in a shell and
tube heat exchanger� before �owing back to the reservoir� This way it was
possible to maintain the inlet temperature of the juice to the test section at
a reasonably constant value� In the experiments the inlet temperature was
maintained at a constant value of �� 
 �oC� The steam boiler operated on an
on	o� mode to maintain the maximum pressure in the boiler at � bars� The
steam pressure to the test section was observed to vary within 
 ��� bars� This
small variation meant that the steam temperature supplied to the test section
is relatively constant� at a value of ��� bars� Experiments were performed at
three Reynolds numbers� �� ���� ��� ��� and ��� ����

Prior to recording of the data� the juice was �rst circulated in the loop for
about � hour without heating up� This was meant to expel any air that may
have been trapped in the system�
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At the end of each experiment� the tube was cleaned� First water was
circulated in the loop at high velocity in order to remove loose deposits� The
tube was then opened and the inside cleaned by scrubbing�

����� Parameters measured

Bulk temperatures of the juice were measured at the inlet and the outlet to the
test section and to the cooler� The steam temperature was measured at the
inlet to the test section� Temperatures of the cooling water at the inlet and
the outlet to the cooler were also measured� The temperatures were measured
with � mm diameter thermocouples of type K� Acquisition and recording of
measured temperatures were facilitated by QuickLog software� The pressure
drop across the ori�ce was measured in terms of a height di�erence in the
manometer while steam pressure was read from a pressure gauge� Manometer
and pressure gauge readings were recorded manually each hour�

����� Data reduction

The measured parameters are used to calculate the total resistance and moni

tor its variation with time� For the �uid �owing through the measuring section
the total heat transfer gained is given by�

Q � �mcp�Tout � Tin� �����

where �m is the mass �ow rate� cp is the speci�c heat capacity and Tout and
Tin are the outlet and inlet temperatures� respectively�
In terms of the overall heat transfer coe�cient� U � the total heat transfer

can be expressed as�

Q � UAin�Tlm �����

with Ai as the inner heat transfer area and �Tlm as the logarithmic mean
temperature di�erence� Assuming a constant temperature at the steam side
Tstm� the value of �Tlm is determined as ��

oC�
From equations ��� and ���� U � can be expressed as�

U �
�mCp

Ai

ln

�
Tstm � Tin
Tstm � Tout

�
� �����

The total resistance is then given by�

R �
�

U
� �����

In equation ���� Tstm� Tout and Tin are measured while Ai is calculated
using the pipe diameter� The mass �ow rate in the pipe is calculated using
the measured height di�erence in the U
tube manometer as�
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�m � �flow�Aorifice

p
���p �����

with �flow as the �ow coe�cient� � as the expansion coe�cient� Aorifice as
the ori�ce area� � as the �uid density and �p as the pressure drop across the
ori�ce� The following values are used in equation ���� �flow � ����� � � �
and Aorifice � �� 	 ��

��m��
The juice properties of interest are estimated using correlations recom


mended in Peacock ������� The thermal conductivity� the speci�c heat capac

ity and the density are given as�

�juice � ������ 	 ��
��
�
�� � ����T � �����T �


��� ������B� ����

cp�juice � ���������������B���	��
��BT������	����T������	����T �

�����

�juice � ����

�
� �

B �B � ����

�����

� �
�� ����

�T � ���

���� T �

�
�����

where B is the Brix ���� Brix is de�ned as the percentage by mass of total
soluble solids of a pure aqueous sucrose solution� Hugot ������ For the �uid
used in the experiments� the Brix was ����

When no fouling takes place the total resistance is given by�

R �
�

h
�
ri ln

�
ro
ri

�
�w

�����

with �w as the wall thermal conductivity� h as the heat transfer coe�cient and
ro and ri as the outer and inner pipe radius respectively� The heat transfer co

e�cient h can be estimated using the Dittus
Boelter correlation� Bejan �������

Nu � �����Re���Pr���� ������

In the absence of fouling� equations ��� and ��� are equal� At any time� t�
the fouling resistance is obtained by subtracting equation ��� from ����

��� Results and discussions

Experiments are performed in order to study the development of the fouling
resistance at di�erent Reynolds numbers� First an assessment is made regard

ing the suitability of the test section to measure resistances� Water is used for
this exercise� The total resistance measured with water is shown in �gure ����
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Also plotted in the �gure is the resistance calculated using equation ����� A
good agreement is seen between the measured values and the outcome of the
correlations� The �uctuations observed are attributed to �uctuations in the
pump� During the experiment it is observed that the manometer height is not
steady but �uctuates within 
��� of the mean value� For the clean condi

tions� the mean value for the manometer height is ��� mm� The �uctuations
observed in the measured resistances lie within this margin� From this re

sult it is concluded that the installed experimental facility is able to measure
resistances rather accurately�
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Figure �	� Total Resistance as function of time with water at Re � ��� ���� Also
indicated is the resistance for a clean surface �solid line��

Figure ��� shows the fouling resistance curves measured with limed juice�
For all the three cases it is observed that the resistance estimated for clean con

ditions using analytical correlations is lower than the resistance measured at
the beginning of the experiment� For Re � ��� ��� and ��� ���� the measured
resistances are higher than the estimated one by ���� This di�erence may be
attributed to the lack of precise knowledge of physical properties for the juice�
For the case of Re � �� ��� the di�erence between the measured and the
estimated resistance at time � � is much higher� almost ����� This di�erence
is too large to be attributed to the lack of knowledge of physical properties�
It might be possible that the tube was not totally clean at the start of the
experiment� At the higher Reynolds numbers� ��� ��� and ��� ���� the total
resistance is observed to be relatively constant� This suggests that under these
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Figure ��� Total Resistance as function of time with juice at di�erent Reynolds
numbers� The solid line represents the thermal resistance for a clean surface�

conditions no fouling took place� At Re � �� ��� a signi�cant increase of re

sistance with time is observed� The resistance increases linearly� The increase
in resistance is due to the deposition of solids on the heat transfer walls�

��� Concluding remarks

Fouling experiments using real �uids from the Zambia sugar company have
been presented� The experiments were performed at conditions similar to
those in the sugar factory� The results obtained indicate that at lower Reynolds
number ��� ���� fouling was observed� developing in a linear manner� At high
Reynolds numbers ���� ��� and ��� ���� no fouling was observed�

The results of these experiments are not conclusive� This is mainly due to
the di�culty in handling the experimental �uid� Firstly� the physical proper

ties of juice are not well known� Secondly� it is di�cult to predict the behaviour
of the juice when subjected to repeated heating and cooling� as was the case
in these experiments�

From the experiments it is concluded that two conditions need to be satis

�ed in order to e�ectively study the deposition mechanisms in sugar streams�
Firstly� a comprehensive study of the properties of the juice is required in
order to identify the scale causing species and acquire knowledge on their con

centrations� Secondly� the test section should be installed as a by
pass to one
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of the juice heaters in the factory� This way the measurements could be done
with actual conditions prevailing�
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Final remarks

	�� Concluding remarks

An example of a process industry where scaling leads to high economic penal

ties is the manufacture of sugar from cane sugar� In this thesis� the problem
of scaling of heat exchangers in the cane sugar industry is studied� A cane
sugar factory in Zambia is used as an example�

Deposit samples taken from juice and syrup heaters are analysed so as to
identify the scale causing components� From samples investigated it is found
that CaSO� is the main scale causing component� Further� particles are found
in both the deposit samples and the process �uid samples� This leads to the
conclusion that crystallization of CaSO� is the main cause for scaling in syrup
heaters� Because particles are also present it is concluded that particulate
fouling also contributes to deposit formation�

Experiments are conducted in order to study how the various operational
parameters a�ect the scaling process� The focus is on the �ow velocity and on
the species concentration� No in�uence is found at low Reynolds numbers� At
higher Reynolds numbers� however� the rate of scaling decreases� Since CaSO�

crystallization is reaction controlled the �ndings at low Reynolds numbers are
not unusual� It is therefore concluded that the decrease observed at higher
Reynolds numbers is due to removal e�ects� The results of the experiments
have also revealed the strong dependence between the condition of the surface
and the induction period� In section ��� results are shown for the delay period
as a function of time for di�erent experiments� It is seen that experiments on
a smooth plate have a longer delay period� This leads to the conclusion that
initiation of scaling depends on the condition of the plate� The implication for
this in industrial heat exchangers is that good cleaning techniques� that leave
the heat transfer surface smooth and free of debris� can substantially delay
the initiation of crystallization�

Evolution of a fouling layer on a heat transfer surface occurs in a non
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uniform manner leading to a varying thermal resistance over the surface� Con

sequently� a non
uniform heat �ux results� In evaluating fouling resistances
from experiments� however� the heat �ux is assumed to be constant� Numeri

cal calculations are performed to determine the surface heat �ux distribution
on a plate covered with a scale layer� The calculated varying heat �ux is used
to adjust the experimental fouling resistances that had originally been calcu

lated using a constant heat �ux� From the adjusted fouling resistances it is
observed that both the rate of growth and the �nal values of Rf are higher� It
is therefore concluded that using a constant heat �ux to calculate the fouling
resistance under
predicts both the rate of growth and the absolute values of
Rf �

The in�uence of particles is studied by performing experiments with dif

ferent particle materials and particle sizes� When added at the start of the
experiments they are all seen to reduce the induction period� With Fe�O�

there is totally no induction period� leading to the conclusion that Fe�O� is
compatible with CaSO�� To test the in�uence of the particle size� Al�O� par

ticles in two sizes are used� It is observed that in general smaller particles
tend to decrease the rate of scaling while larger particles increase the scaling
rate� It is concluded that larger particles are relatively more di�cult to remove
once they have attached to the wall� Consequently crystal growth takes place
around them� leading to a scale layer that is compact and adheres strongly to
the wall� Adding particles when a scale layer already exists on the wall� shows
that scaling is reduced for all situations� This is attributed to the fact that
particles are introduced in the system block growth sites and also weaken the
layer due to their impact actions� The weakening of the scale layer tends to
enhance the removal process�

	�� Recommendations

����� Small scale experiments

� The results that are presented reveal that the condition of the surface
has a large in�uence on the initial stages of the scaling process� The
reproducibility of this phase can be improved by using surfaces of sim

ilar roughness for all experiments� For future experiments� then� use of
�disposable� surfaces should be considered� Each experiment should be
performed using a new surface treated to have desired surface roughness�

� In the experiments with particles� particle concentration is determined
from �ltration measurements� While this method gives information
about the amount of particles in the �uid� it does not give informa

tion on the particles that are likely to deposit on the heat transfer wall�
A better method for determining particle concentration should therefore
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be devised� It is recommended that consideration be given to monitor

ing the surface using microscopes in order to establish the number of
particles that interact with the surface�

� The experimental set
up permitted signi�cant heat losses to the environ

ment as has been shown from numerical calculations presented in chapter
�� It is recommended that in future experiments consideration be given
to designing a set
up that eliminates heater losses to the environment�
This will provide an accurate value for the heat �ux�

����� Experiments with industrial 	uids

� One of the drawbacks in using the industrial �uid is the lack of precise
knowledge of its composition regarding the scale causing species� A
comprehensive study of the process �uid should be carried out with a
view of identifying the major scale causing materials�

� In order to obtain realistic results� experiments with industrial �uids
should be performed at similar conditions as those prevailing in the ac

tual heat exchangers� While �uid and thermal conditions can be re

produced in the laboratory� it is impractical to reproduce others� such
as the condition of having the �uid pass through only once in a tube�
It is therefore recommended that for future experiments the test sec

tion be installed in the factory as a by
pass to the heat exchanger being
investigated�

����� Managing the scaling problem in the factory

� Knowledge of the costs involved in fouling is important in determining
the severity of the problem� The total operational costs arising from
fouling at the Zambia sugar factory is not fully determined due to lack
of information on some cost elements� It is recommended that Zam

bia Sugar plc� considers implementing a system for determining fouling
related costs�

� A fouling monitoring system should be implemented on all heat exchang

ers� Currently� most heat exchangers in the factory lack temperature
sensors on the inlet side� With temperature sensors �tted information
can be collected on the evolution of fouling� This information can be
used for scheduling cleaning activities� Further� quality control of the
cleaning procedure should be implemented� This is important in view of
the fact that the condition of a heat transfer surface has a large bearing
on the initiation of scaling�
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� For the long term� Zambia Sugar plc� should explore the possibility of
implementing ion exchange technology to remove Ca�� ions from the
process streams� The puri�cation method of using milk of lime intro

duces Ca�� ions in the process streams� Since Ca�� ions are mostly
responsible for deposit formation on heat transfer surfaces� their elimi

nation will greatly help in alleviating the scaling problems in the factory�
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Appendix A

Costs associated with fouling

The Zambia Sugar plc factory produces an average of ��� ��� tonnes of sugar
per year� The combined installed heat transfer area �heaters � evaporators� is
about � ��� m�� The costs of fouling at the sugar factory have been estimated
and details can be found in Verlaan �������

In determining the total costs of fouling� the �rst step is to identify the
fouling cost elements� Steinhagen ������ divided the costs into four main
elements� capital� maintenance� energy and production loss costs� Using this
classi�cation� fouling related costs for the sugar factory are discussed and
estimated in the following section�

A�� Capital costs

Three cost elements can be considered under this category� Firstly� there is
a cost due to the excess surface area� Heat exchangers are normally designed
with excess surface area to accommodate the anticipated fouling in practice�
Thackery ������ reported values of excess heat transfer area of between ���
and ���� A survey among heat exchanger manufacturers in North America
revealed that heat exchangers have excess surface areas of between ��� and
��� Chennoweth ������� The second cost element under this category comes
from transportation and installation� Adding excess surface area results in
bigger and heavier heat exchangers� No estimates of transport costs have
been found in literature� Woods ����� estimated the installation costs to
be about two to three times the delivery costs� A third component is the
acquisition of equipment for mitigating and cleaning purposes�

To estimate the capital costs at the sugar factory� delivery costs of heat
exchangers were obtained� The �gures obtained under this category included
also the cost of spares and costs of insurance and freight� Further� records
revealed that when a new heat exchanger was installed on a new site it costs the
company approximately ��� of the delivery costs� When the heat exchanger
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was installed on the same spot as where the old one was� the extra costs
incurred amounted to about ��� of the delivery costs� In order to estimate
the extra costs due to excess surface area� the suggestion by Steinhagen et al�
������ is used� These authors suggested that excess area of between ��� and
��� may correspond to ��� of the delivery costs� The annual cost of fouling
due to capital costs can be estimated from�

Ccapital �

�
�Cexcess � Ctransport �Cinstall� �� � r�nex

nex

�
�

�
Cclean�� � r�nt

nt

�
�A
��

where Cexcess is the initial cost of excess surface area� r is the rate of
interest� nex is the useful life of a heat exchanger� Cclean and nt represent the
initial costs of cleaning equipment and its life� respectively� Ctransport is the
extra cost of transportation and Cinstallation is the cost of installation�

Not all information required in equation A
� was available� To estimate
the capital costs the available information was used together with estimates
from literature� As an example� information was not available on the average
life of a heat exchanger in the factory� An estimation was made based on
available information from literature� In Garrett�Price ������ it is stated that
the productive life of a heat exchanger varies between � and �� years� In their
study� Steinhagen ������ assumed the average life of a heat exchanger in New
Zealand to be �� years� In developing countries equipment usually operate up
to or beyond its full productive life� On the basis of this it will be in order to
assume that a heat exchanger in a developing country would be in operation
up to ��� to � times the average cited for New Zealand� For these calculations
we adopt �� years as the average life of a heat exchanger at the sugar factory�
The extra capital costs due to fouling comprise of costs due to juice heaters
��� k��� syrup heaters �� k�� and juice evaporators ���� k��� This means that
the extra capital costs due to fouling on an annual basis are Ccapital � ��� k��
This is equivalent to ���� � per ton of sugar produced�

A�� Maintenance costs

Maintenance costs are costs that are incurred in the course of preventing or
removing deposits on heat transfer surfaces� In the factory under consideration
fouling is managed more by corrective actions rather than preventive actions�
Preventive measures are only implemented in the boilers� The boilers are
excluded from this exercise� Under this category the main cost items are the
costs of chemicals used in cleaning and wages to personnel engaged to clean the
fouled heaters and evaporators� Cleaning is performed by using mechanical or
chemical means or a combination of the two� Table A�� presents the various
ways of cleaning together with the amount of chemicals used in a week�
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Table A��� Cleaning methods for di�erent heaters and weekly consumption of chem

icals�

Heat ex�
changer
type

Cleaning methods Chemical usage kg�

Step � Step  Step � Caustic
soda

Sulphamic
acid

Juice
heaters

Mechanically 
 
 
 


Syrup
heaters

Boiling
caustic soda

Mechanically 
 ��� 


Juice
evaporators

Boiling
caustic soda

Mechanically Boiling
Sulphamic
acid

�� ��� ���

The other cost component comes from wages to workers involved in clean

ing the heat exchangers� Daily at least � hours is spent on cleaning the juice
heaters� The number of people involved is ��� Juice evaporators and Syrup
heaters are cleaned once every fortnight in an exercise that requires � people
and takes approximately �� hours�

From these considerations it was estimated that annually the factory spends
�� k� on chemicals� The amount spent on wages was calculated to be �� k��
The total costs for maintenance is estimated to be Cmaintenance � �� k� an

nually� Maintenance costs are ���� � per ton of sugar produced�

A�� Energy costs

Energy costs are de�ned as those costs that occur when energy is used to man

age the e�ects of fouling� To be included also in this category is the electrical
energy used for powering de
scaling equipment� and electricity required to
start up the boilers after being shut down to facilitate cleaning of heaters and
evaporators� It was not easy to measure precisely the amount used exclusively
for fouling related activities� It was therefore decided to use the method of
Garrett�Price ������ to make an estimation� Using information collected from
various industries in the United States of America� Garrett
Price calculated
that � 
 �� of the energy consumed by the industrial sector is used to over

come fouling� Taking into consideration the di�erences in technology between
the United States of America and Zambia� the upper limit was selected� The
total costs of energy at the sugar factory is the sum of the value of electricity



��� Costs associated with fouling

consumption ����� k�� and the value of fossil fuel consumed �� k��� The av

erage annual costs for energy by the sugar factory is Cenergy � ���� k�� This
amount is lower than the average costs of energy in industries mainly because
the energy generating fuel in the factory is bagasse� At �� the portion of the
total energy cost allocated to fouling is ����� k�� This means that energy costs
due to fouling at this factory make up ��� � per ton of sugar produced�

A�� Costs due to production loss

These are costs that result from the planned and unplanned shutdown of the
factory due to fouling in heat exchangers� These costs can be signi�cant�
For example� Sart and Eimer ������ reported that it costs about ��� k� in
loss of production to shutdown a ���� MW power plant for �
day� Stein�
hagen et al� ������ quotes a �gure of ���� k� as being an estimate for loss
of production costs for a large oil re�nery per day�

The loss of production associated with the sugar factory was estimated
from information regarding changes in production when heat exchangers are
fouled� Usually the sugar factory is only partially shutdown when heaters and
evaporators have to be cleaned� During cleaning periods the juice throughput
is reduced� The maximum reduction occurs on Mondays when the evaporators
also have to be cleaned� The cleaning period is �� hours and during this
time the factory is run at half capacity� This results in loss of production
opportunity of at least ��� To estimate the costs due to loss of production
opportunity� we assume that the pro�ts are also reduced by ��� For a declared
pro�t of �� ��� k�� the cost of loss of production amounts to ��� k�� This
amount is equivalent to ��� � per ton of sugar produced�

A�� Total costs

The total costs due to fouling in heat exchangers at the factory is the sum of
the cost elements that have been discussed in the preceding sections� These
costs are summarized in table A��� The table shows how much each cost
element contributes to the total costs of fouling� The values presented in the
table point to the capital costs component as the major contributor to the
fouling costs� When the costs are looked at only from the operational point of
view� then energy costs form the largest cost component� The installed heating
surface area at the sugar factory is � ��� m�� This means that the total costs
of fouling translate to approximately � �� per m� of heating surface�

Operational costs due to fouling related activities have been estimated and
are found to be in the order of ��� k� per annum� For the �rst half of �����
Zambia Sugar company declared a pro�t after tax of ��� k�� If this �gure



A�� Total costs ���

Table A��� Total costs attributed to fouling at the Zambia Sugar factory�

Cost Item Amount k��

Capital costs

Juice heaters ��

Syrup heaters �

Juice evaporators ���

Sub�total �		

Maintenance

Chemicals ��

Labour ��

Sub�total ��

Energy

Energy ���

Sub�total ���

Loss of production

Loss of production ���

Sub�total ���

Total 	��

is extrapolated to the end of the year� the calculated fouling costs constitute
approximately �� of the company�s pro�ts�
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Nomenclature

�E activation energy �J�mol�
�G overall excess free energy �J �
�Gcr critical overall excess free energy �J �
�G�

v free energy change of phase transformation per unit volume �J�m��
�Tlm log mean temperature di�erence �K�
�m� change in mass per unit area �kg�m��
�Rf change in fouling resistance �m�K�W �
�T temperature di�erence �K�
�t change in time �s�
�m mass �ow rate �kg�s�
A� pre
exponential factor ���m�s�
Ai surface area on the inner side �m��
Aorifice ori�ce area �m��
B brix ���
C concentration of solutes �kg�m��
Cb�init initial bulk concentration �kg�m��
Cb bulk concentration �kg�m��
Cpb concentration of particles in the bulk �kg�m��
Cpw concentration of particles at the wall �kg�m��
cp�juice speci�c heat capacity of juice �J�kgK�
cp speci�c heat capacity at constant pressure �J�kgK�
Cs saturation concentration at a given temperature �kg�m��
Cw concentration of ions at the wall �kg�m��
D di�usion coe�cient �m��s�
DB Brownian di�usivity �m��s�
dh hydraulic diameter �m�
di inner diameter �m�
do outer diameter �m�
dp particle diameter �m�
FCF force between the foreign particle and the crystal �N �
FSC force between the crystal and the soltion �N �
FSF force between the foreign particles and the soltion �N �



���

h heat transfer coe�cient �W�m�K�
hi heat transfer coe�cient on the inner side �W�m�K�
ho heat transfer coe�cient on the outer side �W�m�K�
J rate of nucleation ���m�s�
K proportionality constant in equation ���� ���
kB Boltzmann constant �J�K�
Kd deposition coe�cient �m�s�
kro pre
exponential coe�cient �units depend on value of n�
kr rate constant �units depend on value of n�
Kt transport coe�cient �m�s�
K�

t non
dimensionalized transport coe�cient ���
m� mass deposited per unit area �kg�m��
m�

p mass of particles deposited per unit area �kg�m��

n growth rate order index ���
NA Avogadro�s number �molecules�mol�
Nux Nusselt number along the axis of �ow ���
P sticking probability ���
Pr Prandtl number ���
Q heat transfer rate �W �
q�� heat �ux �W�m��
R thermal resistance �m�K�W �
r radius �m�
rc critical radius �m�
ri inner pipe radius �m�
ro outer pipe radius �m�
Rf�x local fouling resistance at position x �m�K�W �
Rfi fouling resistance on the inner side �m�K�W �
Rfo fouling resistance on the outer side �m�K�W �
Rg gas constant �J�molK�
Re Reynolds number ���
S degree of supersaturation ���
Sc Schmidt number ���
Sh Sherwood number ���
T temperature �K�
t time �s�
Tb bulk temperature �K�
Tin inlet temperature �K�
Ti solid
liquid interface temperature �K�
Tout outlet temperature �K�
Ti�x local interface temperature at position x �K�
Tstm steam temperature �K�



���

Tw�x local wall temperature at position x �K�
Tw wall temperature �K�
U overall heat transfer coe�cient �W�m�K�
Ui overall heat transfer coe�cient on the inner side �W�m�K�
V molar volume �m�K�
v� friction velocity �m�s�
x axial distance �m�
xfront propagation front �m�

Greek Symbols

�flow �ow coe�cient �
�
� mass transfer coe�cient �kg�s�
�f fouling thickness �m�
� porosity �
�
� expansion coe�cient in equation ��� �
�
 viscosity �Pas�
�o thermal conductivity of the continuous phase �W�mK�
�
 thermal conductivity of the embedded material �W�mK�
�eff e�ective thermal conductivity of a composite material �W�mK�
�f thermal conductivity of fouling �W�mK�
�juice thermal conductivity of juice �W�mK�
�l thermal conductivity of liquid �W�mK�
�s thermal conductivity of solid �W�mK�
�w thermal conductivity of wall �W�mK�
� kinematic viscosity �m��s�
�f density of fouling layer �kg�m��
�juice density of juice �kg�m��
�l density of liquid �kg�m��
�s density of solid �kg�m��
� surface tension �N�m�

p particle relaxation time �s�

�p dimensionless particle relaxation time �
�


w �uid shear stress �N�m��
	 molecular volume �m��
�� volume fraction of the embedded material in equation �� �
�
� factor in Equation ��� �
�



���

Subscripts

cr critical
d deposition
eff e�ective
f fouling
front front
g gas
i inner side
init initial
p particle
s surface
t transport
w wall
x position



Summary

Fouling� the deposition of solid material on a heat transfer surface� causes
huge problems in cane sugar factories� This thesis describes work aimed at
gaining insight into the mechanisms leading to fouling in cane sugar factories�
A combination of experimental and numerical methods were used�

To identify the scaling materials� deposit and liquid samples were collected
from heat exchangers in the factory and examined using scanning electron and
optical microscopes� In combination with X
Ray Di�raction calcium sulfate
�CaSO�� was identi�ed as the main compound in the deposit scale� Further
examination of both the liquid and solid samples indicated the presence of
foreign particles� The size of particles was observed to be in the range �� 

��� �m� These �ndings led to the conclusion that scaling in the cane sugar
industry is a combination of crystallization and particulate fouling�

A laboratory sized experimental set
up was designed to investigate the
scaling behaviour of CaSO� with and without particles� Scaling experiments
were conducted using CaSO� solution� with varying supersaturation levels�
�owing over a heated surface at di�erent Reynolds numbers� The rate of
scaling was determined by measuring changes in the overall thermal resistance�
The overall thermal resistance was calculated from temperatures measured
using thermocouples positioned in the bulk �uid and in the heated plate�
It was observed that nucleates started forming on the downstream side� A
nucleation front was formed and it was seen to move from the downstream to
the upstream side� The rate of growth as a function of position was observed
to be proportional to the initial wall temperature distribution� resulting in a
�nal thickness of the scale layer that is also proportional to this distribution�
On the other hand� the rate of growth was seen to be independent of �ow
velocity�

In the experiments to study the in�uence of particles on the scaling pro

cess� particles of di�erent materials �borosilicate glass� aluminium oxide and
iron oxide� and sizes ��� �� �� and �� �m� were added to a CaSO� solution�
It was observed that for large
sized particles� the in�uence on the scaling pro

cess depended on the Reynolds number� Further� it was observed that when
particles were added after the scaling process had started� the rate of scaling
dropped considerably�



��	

The calculation of fouling resistances from experimental data was based on
the assumption of a constant heat �ux� Numerical simulations were performed
to evaluate the changes in heat �ux distribution resulting from a non
uniform
scale layer on a heated plate� The numerical calculations were performed using
the �nite volume method within the commercial software package CFX� The
results of the calculations showed that a non
uniform heat distribution occurs
over the surface when the plate is partially covered with a scale layer� The
results further showed that the heat �ux� the surface temperature and the
driving force all decrease with increase in scale accumulation� The calculated
heat �ux was used to adjust the experimental fouling resistances that had been
originally computed using a constant heat �ux� This resulted in higher growth
rates� Besides� the numerical model was used to predict the in�uence of �ow
velocity� reaction constant and supersaturation levels on the growth rates�
Finally a large experimental facility was designed to investigate scaling

using industrial �uids and at conditions similar to those in a sugar factory�
The experimental set
up was installed at the University of Zambia and scaling
experiments were performed using industrial �uids supplied by Zambia Sugar
plc� Due to deterioration of the �uid used� the experiments could only be
carried out for � days� Preliminary experiments were performed at three
di�erent Reynolds numbers� �� ���� ��� ��� and ��� ���� Results showed
that fouling occurred only at Re � �� ����



Samenvatting

Vervuiling� de depositie van vaste stof op een warmtewisselend oppervlak�
veroorzaakt grote problemen in de suikerrietindustrie� Dit werk heeft als doel
om inzicht te verwerven in de optredende vervuilingsmechanismen� Hiervoor
is een combinatie van experimentele en numerieke methoden gebruikt�

Om de samenstelling van de optredende vervuilingslagen te bepalen zijn
samples van zowel de laag zelf als de doorstromende vloeistof geanalyseerd�
Hieruit blijkt dat calciumsulfaat �CaSO�� het belangrijkste bestandsdeel is�
Daarnaast is duidelijk geworden dat de vervuilingslagen ook nog deeltjes bevat

ten� De grootte van deze deeltjes varieert tussen �� en ��� �m� De bevindingen
leiden tot de conclusie dat vervuiling in de suikerrietindustrie een combinatie
is van kristallisatie en particulatie�

Er is een laboratorium opstelling ontworpen om het vervuilingsgedrag van
een calciumsulfaat oplossing met en zonder deeltjes te bestuderen� De experi

menten zijn uitgevoerd door een calciumsulfaat oplossing over een verwarmde
strip te laten stromen waarbij het verzadigingsniveau en het Reynoldsgetal
werden gevarieerd� De vervuilingssnelheid is bepaald uit veranderingen in
de totale thermische weerstand� Deze weerstand is berekend uit temperatu

urmetingen met thermokoppels die op verschillende posities in de bulkvloeistof
en in de strip waren geplaatst� Uit de experimentele resultaten blijkt dat de
eerste nucleatie altijd aan het einde van de verwarmde strip optreedt� Er
werd een nucleatiefront gevormd dat zich langzaam naar het begin van de
strip verplaatste� De groeisnelheid van de vervuilingslaag als functie van de
positie blijkt evenredig te zijn met de initile temperatuurverdeling aan de
wand� Hierdoor is ook de uiteindelijke laagdikte evenredig met deze temper

atuurverdeling� De vervuilingssnelheid blijkt niet afhankelijk te zijn van het
Reynoldsgetal�

In de experimenten om de invloed van deeltjes op het vervuilingsgedrag
te bestuderen� zijn zowel de materiaaleigenschappen �glas
� aluminium
 en
ijzerdeeltjes� als de grootte ��� �� �� en �� �m� van de deeltjes gevarieerd� Het
blijkt dat voor de grotere deeltjes de vervuilingssnelheid� in tegenstelling tot de
bevindingen gedaan bij de experimenten zonder deeltjes� nu wel afhankelijk is
van het Reynoldsgetal� Daarnaast is waargenomen dat de vervuilingssnelheid
sterk afneemt als de deeltjes worden toegevoegd nadat het vervuilingsproces



���

is begonnen�
De berekening van de vervuilingsweerstanden uit de temperatuurmetin


gen is gebaseerd op de aanname dat de warmte�ux constant is� Er zijn nu

merieke simulaties uitgevoerd om de veranderingen in de warmte�uxverdeling
te bestuderen voor een niet uniform groeiende vervuilingslaag� De numerieke
berekeningen zijn uitgevoerd met het commercile software pakket CFX� De
resultaten laten zien dat een niet
uniforme laagdikte leidt tot grote variaties
in de warmte�ux� Daarnaast kan worden geconcludeerd dat de warmte�ux�
de oppervlaktetemperatuur en de drijvende kracht voor kristallisatie kleiner
worden als de laagdikte groeit� De berekende warmte�uxverdeling is gebruikt
om de experimenteel bepaalde vervuilingsweerstanden te corrigeren� Dit resul

teerde in hogere groeisnelheden� Daarnaast is het numerieke model gebruikt
om de invloed op de groeisnelheid af te schatten van de stroomsnelheid� de
reactieconstante en het verzadigingsniveau�
Tenslotte is een experiment opgezet waarbij industrile vloeisto�en gebruikt

kunnen worden en de condities zoveel mogelijk gelijk zijn aan die in de suik

errietindustrie� De opstelling is geplaatst aan de Universiteit van Zambia in
Lusaka en de industrile vloeisto�en zijn geleverd door Zambia Sugar plc� Door
bederf van de gebruikte vloeisto�en moest een experiment na � dagen worden
gestopt� Er zijn inleidende experimenten uitgevoerd bij � Reynoldsgetallen�
�� ���� ��� ��� en ��� ���� De resultaten geven alleen vervuiling te zien bij
Re � �� ����
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